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S u m m a ry

The D N A  is constantly modified and damaged due to the interaction with various endo- and exogenous factors. However, sophisticated repair processes assure that the majority of the induced lesions are rapidly eliminated. Unrepaired lesions halt basic cellular processes, such as D N A  replication and might lead to chromosomal aberrations. The realization that D N A  repair mechanisms are fundamental for genome integrity has led to a substantial boost in this field of research in recent years. The progress was mainly driven by the development of biochemical and biophysical methods, including several methods allowing for the induction of local D N A  damage in nuclei of living cells and observation of the repair processes in situ, in fixed or living cells. This approach, based on advanced imaging techniques and fluorescent labelling, permits to study the behaviour of proteins engaged in the D N A  repair processes and concomitant changes in the structure of chromatin. The most widely used group of methods takes advantage of the induction of local D N A  damage by focused laser light and the observation of fusion proteins with fluorescent tags. Nevertheless, the existing methods possess several drawbacks, i,e, the induced damage is severe, sometimes lethal and consists of multiple types of D N A  lesions. Moreover, these methods often require the presence of exogenous photosensitisers in cells.The first goal of the studies described in this thesis was to develop a new method for local, controllable D N A  damage induction, which would utilize visible light as the damaging agent. In P A P E R  1 it was shown that visible laser light, typically employed in eonfoeal microscopy, might be used for the induction of local, sublethal D N A  damage in living HeLa cells in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers, Immunofluoreseent detection of phosphorylated histone H 2AX and several D N A  repair factors engaged in different repair pathways has indicated that the induced damage consists of single and double-strand D N A  breaks. The experiments have also shown that the number of induced lesions increases with the total dose of light delivered to the selected region of a nucleus. Cells locally damaged by blue laser light were able to divide, which indicates that the damage was sublethal and could be efficiently repaired.The next step in the studies, described in P A P E R  2, was to take advantage of the developed method and examine the behaviour of X R C C 1 , a protein engaged in the repair of single-strand D N A  breaks. The conducted experiments have revealed that there are two stages of X R C C 1  recruitment to the site of local D N A  damage. Shortly after damage induction, the protein is homogenously distributed in the irradiated region. Within minutes after the insult, though, X R C C 1  forms distinct foci containing multiple copies of this repair factor. The translocation from a cloud-like form to individual foci is usually completed within 5 minutes after damage induction. It was also observed that some foci are formed outside of the directly illuminated region. Moreover, some of these foci were shown to posses the ability to travel the distance of several micrometers within the nucleus. This behaviour, characteristic for nuclear bodies rather than sites of D N A  repair, led us to a hypothesis that X R C C 1  is not only recruited to D N A damage but also forms a type of stress bodies. Subsequent experiments confirmed this hypothesis. It was demonstrated that X R C C 1  foci (bodies) are also formed after subjecting cells to a more general stress (heat shock) and that a subset of these foci



colocalises with Spl00, which is the major component of 1, .∖I1. nuclear bodies. Furthermore, it was shown that Spl00 is recruited to sites of local D N A  damage. This suggests an unknown role of Spl00 in D N A  repair and constitutes a starting point for future studies.In conclusion, this PhD thesis describes a new method of local D N A  damage induction in living cells and proves that it can be successfully used in the studies of D N A  repair processes. The major advantages of the proposed approach are its wide accessibility and a possibility to generate a sublethal, well-defined damage without introducing exogenous photosensitisers. In addition, the conducted experiments are among the first which point at a possibility of induction of D N A  damage by visible light without the involvement of endogenous, cytosolic photosensitisers. The observations of the behaviour of X R C C 1  after local damage induction, its involvement in the formation of stress bodies and the recruitment of Spl00 to sites of D N A  damage not only confirm the usefulness of the new method, but also provide new insights into the mechanisms of D N A  repair.
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StreszczeniePoprzez oddziaływanie różnych, endo- oraz egzogennych czynników, nie D N A  poddawana jest nieustannym modyfikacjom i uszkodzeniom. Dzięki wyrafinowanym procesom naprawczym, większość z powstających uszkodzeń jest szybko usuwana, Nienapra- wione uszkodzenia blokują podstawowe procesy komórkowe, takie jak replikacja D N A , a część z nich może prowadzić do powstania aberracji chromosomowych. Mechanizmy naprawy D N A , ze względu na fundamentalne znaczenie dla zachowania integralności genomu, stały się zatem w ostatnich latach przedmiotem intensywnych badań. Postęp w badaniach naprawy D N A  umożliwiony został m.in. poprzez rozwój biochemicznych oraz biofizycznych metod, w tym szeregu metod pozwalających na indukcję lokalnych uszkodzeń w jądrach żywych komórek oraz obserwację zjawisk naprawy in situ, w żywych komórkach. Takie podejście, wykorzystujące zaawansowane techniki obrazowania i znakowanie fluorescencyjne, pozwala na badanie zachowania białek uczestniczących w procesach naprawczych oraz na obserwację zmian struktury ehromatyny, które tym procesom towarzyszą. Najpopularniejsza obecnie grupa metod opiera się na wykorzystaniu skupionego światła laserowego do indukcji lokalnego uszkodzenia D N A  i obserwacji białek fuzyjnyeh z metką fluorescencyjną. Jednakże, istniejące techniki posiadają szereg wad. Powodują one jednoczesne wprowadzanie bardzo licznych, letalnyeh uszkodzeń D N A , zaliczających się do kilku typów (np, pęknięcia nici D N A  i uszkodzenia oksydacyjne), W  metodach tych konieczne jest użycie egzogennych fotouezulaezy.Celem pierwszego etapu badań opisanych w niniejszej rozprawie było opracowanie nowej, wykorzystującej światło widzialne, techniki wprowadzania lokalnego uszkodzenia D N A , W  pracy 1 pokazano, że światło laserowe z zakresu widzialnego, typowo wykorzystywane jako źródło światła w mikroskopii konfokalnej, może służyć do indukcji subletalnego, lokalnego uszkodzenia w żywych komórkach linii HeLa, bez udziału egzogennych fotouezulaezy. Poprzez detekcję immunofluoreseeneyjną ufosforylowanej formy histonu H 2AX (γH2AX) oraz szeregu czynników uczestniczących w różnych ścieżkach naprawy wykazano, że wprowadzone uszkodzenia to pojedyncze oraz podwójne pęknięcia nici D N A , Badania wykazały również, że liczba powstających uszkodzeń wzrasta wraz ze zwiększeniem całkowitej dawki światła dostarczonej do wybranego rejonu jądra komórkowego. Zaobserwowano, że indukowane uszkodzenie nie hamuje podziałów komórki, co świadczy o tym, że jest subletalne i może zostać skutecznie naprawione.Kolejnym etapem badań, które opisane zostały w pracy 2, było wykorzystanie opracowanej metody wprowadzania lokalnego uszkodzenia D N A  do badania zachowania białka X R C C 1 , uczestniczącego w naprawie pojedynczych pęknięć nici D N A , Przeprowadzone eksperymenty pokazały, że proces gromadzenia się białka X R C C 1  w miejscu uszkodzenia przebiega dwuetapowo, W  bardzo krótkim czasie po naświetlaniu wiązką laserową, zakumulowane białko jest rozłożone jednorodnie w obszarze poddanym działaniu światła, W  ciągu kilku minut białko zmienia jednak swój rozkład przestrzenny, formując w miejscu naświetlanym wyraźne ogniska, zawierające bardzo wiele kopii obserwowanego czynnika naprawczego. Proces przechodzenia z formy jednorodnego rozkładu do ognisk zostaje zakończony około 5 minut po indukcji uszkodzenia. Zaobserwowano również powstawanie nielicznych ognisk poza miejscem bezpośrednio uszkodzonym, Co więcej, niektóre z tych ognisk wykazały zdolność do przemieszczania się



w jądrze komórkowym na odległość kilku mikrometrów. Takie zachowanie, charakterystyczne dla ciałek jądrowych, a nie dla miejsc naprawy D N A , pozwoliło wysunąć hipotezę, że białko X R C C 1  gromadzi się nie tylko w miejscu uszkodzenia D N A , ale tworzy również rodzaj ciałek stresowych. Kolejne eksperymenty przemawiają na korzyść tej hipotezy. Wykazano, że ciałka X R C C 1  tworzone są również w odpowiedzi na ogólny stres komórkowy (szok cieplny) oraz, że część ciałek X R C C 1  kolokalizuje z białkiem SplOO, będącym głównym składnikiem ciałek jądrowych PM L, Co więcej, zaobserwowano, że białko SplOO również gromadzi się w miejscu lokalnego uszkodzenia D N A, Ten nieznany dotąd fakt może sugerować, że to białko także uczestniczy w naprawie D N A , Obserwacje te stanowią punkt wyjścia do dalszych badań.Podsumowując, w przygotowywanej rozprawie doktorskiej opisano nową metodę generowania lokalnego uszkodzenia D N A  w żywych komórkach oraz wykazano, że metoda ta może zostać z powodzeniem zastosowana w badaniach procesów naprawy D N A, Głównymi zaletami zaproponowanego podejścia są jego szeroka dostępność oraz możliwość indukcji subletalnego, dobrze zdefiniowanego uszkodzenia D N A  bez wprowadzania egzogennych fotouezulaezy. Ponadto, przeprowadzone badania są jednymi z pierwszych, które wskazują na możliwość generowania uszkodzeń D N A  poprzez światło widzialne o stosunkowo niewielkiej mocy, bez udziału endogennych, pozajądrowyeh fotouezulaezy, Zaobserwowane, nieopisane dotąd w literaturze zachowanie białka X R C C 1  w odpowiedzi na lokalne uszkodzenie D N A , jego potencjalny udział w tworzeniu ciałek stresowych oraz gromadzenie białka SplOO w miejscu uszkodzonym nie tylko potwierdzają przydatność zaproponowanej metody, ale również stanowią istotny wkład w poznanie mechanizmów naprawy D N A,
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Preface

D N A  repair is a fascinating area of research. It is difficult not to be amazed by the idea that in a submieron scale, in the complex environment of the cell’s nucleus, repair enzymes acting in an orchestrated fashion are able to detect and repair tiny modi∩ea- tions to D N A , If the repair fails, the consequences can be disastrous for a single cell or even for the whole organism. Although the fundamental steps of various D N A  repair mechanisms were elucidated years ago, it was the advent of modern microscopic techniques coupled with the development of methods of localised D N A  damage induction, that rede∩ned the perception of these processes. The classic view of D N A  repair as a sequence of enzymatic steps carried out by single proteins clashed with observations made in living cells. The massive and extremely rapid but also organised accumulation of repair factors at sites of D N A  damage, accompanied and driven by histone modi∩ei- ations and complex rearrangements of chromatin, have revealed the dynamic character of the repair processes. However, it was soon realized that the extent of damage generated by techniques of local D N A  damage induction, although facilitating the detection of ongoing repair processes, raises concerns about its biological relevance and does not allow to disentangle different repair pathways. Today, 17 years after the most known histone modification, phosphorylation of histone H 2A X, was demonstrated to occur at sites of laser mieroirradiation, researchers still seek selective and well characterised methods of inducing localised D N A  lesions in the nuclei of living cells.
The aim of this doctoral thesis was to develop a new method of local D N A  damage induction, based on the potential ability of focused visible light to generate D N A  lesions in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers, and then to apply this new method in studies of the D N A  repair processes.
In order to put the conducted research into context, I begin this thesis with a description of the basic facts regarding the possible types of D N A  damage, physical and chemical agents leading to their formation and the repair processes which allow cells to eliminate D N A  lesions (Chapters 1, 2, and 3), In the opening chapters, particular emphasis is placed on the possibility of induction of D N A  damage by visible light, the methods of local D N A  damage induction utilized in the studies of D N A  repair and on the insights gained from these studies concerning the repair of single-strand D N A breaks. Discussion regarding these issues is further extended in Chapter 4,
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Theoretical Background



Chapter 1

TYPES OF DNA DAMAGE

It is now accepted that the D N A  located within a cell’s nucleus, a molecule once thought to be exceptionally stable, is constantly modi∩ed, Thousands of damage events occur in every cell per day, caused by the products of cellular metabolism or by environmental agents. However, despite the variety of mechanisms leading to D N A  damage, D N A  lesions can be classified into several major types.
1.1 Oxidative base modificationsOxidation of D N A  bases can be caused by the products of normal cellular metabolism [1] or by various exogenous physical or chemical agents, such as ionizing or ultraviolet radiation and many drugs [2], Among all generated reactive oxygen species (ROS) the hydroxyl radical (*OH) is the most reactive and thus considered the most harmful. Hydroxyl radical reacts with D N A  by addition to double bonds of D N A  bases or by hydrogen abstraction from deoxyribose units and the methyl group of thymine [3],The most common purine radicals formed by these mechanisms are C4-OH-, C5-OH- and C8-OH-adduct radicals of guanine and C4-OH- or C8-OH-adduct radicals of adenine [4,5], Those radicals may be reduced or oxidized, depending on the redox environment and the redox properties of the radicals themselves [6], One electron oxidation of C8-OH-adduct radicals of guanine and adenine leads to 8-hydroxypurines, Due to the low oxidation potential of guanine, 8-hydroxyguanine (or its tautomer 7,8-dihydro-8- oxoguanine; 8-oxoG), is the most frequent D N A  base modification [7], Apart from the hydroxyl radical mediated reaction, 8-oxoG was also shown to be formed by singlet oxygen [8], while 8-oxoA was detected after treating cells with H 2O 2 [9], Both 8-oxoG and 8-oxoA are mutagenic and give rise to G C  →  TA [10] or AT →  G C  [11] transitions, respectively. The oxidation of C8-0H-adduct radicals competes with unimolecular opening of the imidazole ring, which can then be reduced to 2,6- or 4,6-diamino-5- formamidopyrimidine (FapyGua or FapyAde, respectively), FapyGua can lead to G C  →  C G  transversions [12], Alternatively, formamidopyrimidines may be formed from 7-hydro-8-hydroxypurines after one-electron reduction of C8-OH without ring opening.Reaction of pyrimidines with (*OH) results in C5-OH and C6-0H-adduct radicals of cytosine and thymine, while abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the methyl group of thymine gives rise to an allyl radical [13], Multiple products are formed from thymine
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radicals under aerobic and anaerobic conditions, but two of them, thymidine glicol and 5-hydroxymethyluracil are produced in both environments ∣14,15∣, Addition of hydroxyl radicals to the double bond in cytosine results in unstable adduct radicals, which are prone to deamination and dehydratation ∣7∣. For example, cytidine glycol, produced from the C5-OH-adduct radical of cytosine can give rise to 5-hydroxyuracyl or 5-hydroxycytosine - both these products have been detected in cells exposed to ionizing radiation ∣16,17∣, In the absence of oxygen, the sequence of reduction, protonation and deamination of C5-0H  adduct radical results in formation of 5-hydroxy-6-hydrouracil.

Figure 1,1: Oxidation of DNA bases. A -  Formation of 8-oxoG through one electron oxidation of the C8-OH-adduct radical, B -  The structures of some other oxidative modifications of the D X A  bases.
17



1.2 O ther DNA adductsApart from oxidative D X A  modifications, multiple other D X A  adducts are formed due to the action of endogenous and exogenous agents. The smallest covalent modification of D X A  is methylation. Each ring nitrogen and exoeyelie oxygen of the D X A  bases are potential nucleophiles, but their reactivity is different depending on their position and whether D X A  is single or double-stranded, 7-methylguanine (N7-MeG) is the most frequent among the products of D X A  methylation, which is caused by the fact the X7 position of guanine possesses the highest negative electrostatic potential ∣18∣, This modification is relatively harmless, yet the destabilization of the glyeosyl bond caused by the substitution on guanine may lead to apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) 
sites and the ring opened methyl-formamidopyrimidine adduct of X7-M eG can block D X A  polymerases in vitro ∣19,20∣, Other common products of D X A  methylation: 3- methyladenine (X3-MeA) and 06-methylguanine (06-MeG) ∣21∣ can block replication and transcription ∣22∣ or lead to mutations ∣23∣, Xumerous exogenous agents, such as M M S, D M S and M X U  are capable of methylating D X A , while the most important intracellular donor of the methyl group is S-adenosylomethionine (SAM) ∣24∣,

Figure 1,2: Most common products of guanine and adenine methylation.Exoeyelie D X A  adducts constitute another group of mutagenic D X A  lesions. These modifications are formed by compounds that attack at one side of the base moiety followed by ring closure at the other site. Many endogenous compounds, mostly aldehydes which are the products of lipid peroxidation (erotonaldehyde, acrolein, 4- hydroxynonetal (H XE), malondialdehyde) ∣25∣ as well as a broad range of chemicals may give rise to exoeyelie DNA adducts. The reaction of D X A  with acrolein, erotonaldehyde and H X E  yields propano adducts, but the most studied are etheno adducts, formed by epoxyaldehydes ∣26∣, Etheno adducts were shown to be highly mutagenic as well as capable of halting replication and generating deletions ∣27,28∣. Importantly, these adducts are now widely recognized as oxidative stress markers ∣29∣,
1.3 A purinic/apyrim idinic sitesThe most frequent spontaneous modifications of D X A  are deamination and depuri- 
nation. A P  sites occur by a non-enzymatie hydrolysis of base-sugar bonds, but can also be generated during Base Excision Repair (BER) pathway. The total number of A P  sites created per cell per day is estimated at 10000 ∣30∣, Guanine and adenine
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are released from D N A  at similar rates, much higher than the rate of release of pyrimidines [30], On the other hand, it is the transition of cytosine to uracil, which occurs 100-500 times per day per human cell, that is the most frequent among hydrolytic deaminations of D N A  bases [31], The rate of transition from cytosine to uracil is greatly increased in single-stranded regions of D N A , thus it takes place usually during D N A  replication or transcription [30], If  unrepaired, the appearance of uracil in D N A leads to C G  →  TA transition during replication [32], Apart from cytosine, also purines are subject to hydrolytic deamination, although at a much lower rate. It is estimated that the transition of adenine to hypoxanthine occurs at 2-3% of the rate of cytosine to uracil transition [33], while the rate of guanine to xanthine transition is similar or even lower [30], Still, since hypoxanthine forms a more stable base pair with C  than with T , it is a mutagenic lesion.
1.4 PhotoproductsPhotoproduets are the type of D N A  lesions that cannot be formed spontaneously, but require an exogenous agent -  ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Irradiation of D N A with U V  results in a plethora of lesions, but those that are formed directly and most frequently are cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs), pyrimidine(6- 
4)pyrimidone pħotoproducts (6-4PPs) and their Dewar isomers [34], CPD s and 6-4PPs arise as a result of absorption of U V  by a double bond in pyrimidine bases and a subsequent opening of this bond, which makes it prone to react with neighbouring molecules. The estimates are that 50-100 reactions of this type occur in every cell in the skin during every second of sunlight exposure [35], Both photoproduets require for their formation an extensive rotation of neighbouring pyrimidines from their normal positions which results in the distortion of the D N A  double helix [34], CP D s are usually formed in those sequences which are easily bent and unwound [34] -  away from the surfaces of histones [36] and usually not in the minor groove [34], This preference results in the observed 2,3 base average periodicity of CP D s formation [34,36], These lesions are also formed in a sequence specific manner, most commonly at 5,-T T  sites and within runs of adjacent pyrimidines [34], No periodicity is observed for 6-4PPs, yet they are 6 times more abundant in linker than in nueleosomal D N A  [34], 5,-T C  and 5,-C C  are the sequences in which 6-4PPs are usually found. The ratio of CPD s to 6-4PPs is estimated at 3:1 but is strongly dependent on the D N A  sequence and on the chromatin environment [34,36],The presence of UV-indueed photoproduets not only leads to deformation of the double helix, but also to mutations. The most frequently encountered are C  to T  or C C  to T T  double transitions [34], which usually occur at pyrimidine runs, CP D s and 6-4PPs are considered to be almost equally mutagenic, but due to the fact that the latter are more efficiently repaired, CPD s are thought to be more harmful [34],
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Figure 1.3: Structure of major photoproducts generated in DNA by UV- 
radiation. Upon U V  radiation two neighbouring pyrimidines might be converted into two types of mutagenic photoproducts. A -  Formation of a thymine dimer from two adjacent thymines. B -  Formation of a 6-4 pyrimidine-pyrimidone photoproduct from adjacent cytosine and thymine. Figure from [37] (modified).

Other photoproducts that arise as a result of interaction of D N A  with U V  radiation are pyrimidine monoadducts and purine photoproducts. These lesions are formed with a much lower frequency than CPD s and 6-4PPs - the ratio of pyrimidine monoadducts to CPD s is estimated at 1:100. Nevertheless, the mutagenic effect of these lesions cannot be ruled out [34].
1.5 S trand breaksAmong all types of D N A  lesions, D N A  strand breaks are considered the most deleterious. If unrepaired, breakage in the phosphate backbone of the D N A  strand, especially when occurs in both strands simultaneously, may directly lead to chromosomal
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rearrangements and eventually, to cancer. Both single- (SSBs) and double-strand 
breaks (DSBs) can be produced endogenously or by exogenous agents. The number of spontaneously formed single-strand breaks is estimated at 10-50 breaks per cell per minute [38], which corresponds to at least 3000 SSBs produced during S-phase of the cell cycle [39], A  single-strand break can occur as a result of the interaction of D N A with reactive oxygen species, due to thermal fluctuations and hydrolysis or by the action of topoisomerases. Some SSBs are also formed indirectly from A P  sites or oxidized bases (mostly 8-oxoG), It is thought that most of the spontaneously formed DSBs are produced during D N A  replication because of a collapse or stalling of replication forks on SSBs or base damage (together called single-strand lesions, SSLs), Only 1% of all SSLs are estimated to give rise to DSBs, but this suffices to produce 10-50 endogenous double-strand breaks per S-phase in a mammalian cell.The most common exogenous sources of D N A  strand breaks are ionizing radia
tion (IR) and certain chemicals, IR  can produce D N A  strand breaks directly, when a photon or a high-energy particle collides with a D N A  strand breaking the phosphodi- ester bond, or indirectly - through the action of hydroxyl radicals formed as a result of radiolysis of water. When two such breaks are present in complementary D N A  strands within one helical turn, as it often happens for high doses of irradiation, a doublestrand break is formed [40], The ratio of SSB /D SB produced by IR  is estimated at 10:1 [41].The production of D N A  strand breaks by chemicals can again go via a direct or an indirect route. Compounds like bleomycin or bieyelie enediynes, which act directly, are often referred to as ,,radiomimetic,,, as they possess the ability to induce single and double-strand D N A  breaks with a SSB/D SB ratio comparable to IR  [42,43], The presence of other chemicals, e,g, AIMS, eisplatin or mitomycin C , usually leads to products which interfere with cellular processes, most often replication, and thus lead to D N A  breaks [44],
I. 6 D N A -protein crosslinksThe close, stable or transient association of D N A  with proteins, although necessary for normal functioning of a living cell, sometimes leads to the formation of toxic DNA- 
protein crosslinks (DPC), These modifications can be induced under physiological conditions and by a plethora of chemical and physical agents: ionizing and ultraviolet radiation, aldehydes, some ehemotheraupetie drugs and certain metals [45-49], D N A can be linked with proteins either directly through an oxidative free radical mechanism or indirectly, via a chemical linker or coordination with a metal atom,D PC s are usually classified into four groups depending on the type of association with flanking D N A  nicks [50], The most common products of cellular metabolism and various physical and chemical agents, i,e, the crosslinks of proteins with intact D N A , constitute Type 1 D PCs, Type 2 and 3 D PCs concern topoisomerases (topo I andII, respectively) trapped at the D N A  through a tyrosinyl-phosphodiester bond, Topol is usually attached to the 3’ end of an SSB , while Topoli binds two 5’ ends of a DSB, Short-lived covalent intermediates between these proteins and D N A  are produced to permit topological changes in the D N A  helix. However, these intermediates may be 
frozen due to the action of topoisomerase inhibitors [51] or when the enzymes act on21



a D X A  lesion ∣52,53∣, The last type of D PCs are formed by the binding of proteins engaged in to the 5’ end of a SSB, This kind of covalent modification usually concerns Polβ or PARP-1 and is possible due to the action of A PE1, which cleaves an oxidized A P  site generating a 5’ terminal oxidized sugar 154-561,The biological consequences of D PCs are hard to elucidate because of the lack of agents that would exclusively induce these kinds of modifications. However, due to their size and structure, D PCs are expected to interrupt most DNA-associated processes, The best documented is the detrimental impact of D PC s generating compounds on replication ∣57, 58∣, Moreover, several compounds able to produce D PCs, such as chromium and formaldehyde, were shown to produce mutations ∣59,60∣,
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Figure 1,4: Different types of DNA-protein crosslinks. Type 1 D PCs are proteins attached to intact D N A , types 2 and 3 concern topoisomerases and type 4 are covalently bound B E R  proteins. The ovals shown next to Topol or Topoli molecules depict Topo inhibitors. Figure from ∣61∣ (modified).
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Chapter 2

INDUCTION OF DNA DAMAGE

2.1 Chemical agentsA  plethora of different chemicals possess the ability to modify or damage D N A, While only some of these compounds are in widespread laboratory use, either for studies of D N A  repair or for cancer treatment, a great number is elassi∩ed as carcinogens. The DNA-damaging chemicals are naturally occurring or related to human action. They differ in their structure, mechanism of action and most importantly for studies of D N A repair, in the type of lesion they create,
2.1.1 In te rca la to rs  and  groove bindersThe two major modes of non-eovalent binding of small molecules to D N A  are inter
calation and groove binding. It should be stressed out that not all compounds that posses the ability to bind to D N A  are cytotoxic [62], yet a great number of intercalators and groove binders can impact cell-cycle progression and cell viability.Intercalation of a flat chromophore between the base pairs usually leads to structural changes in D N A , which impedes the action of polymerases, transcription factors, D N A  repair proteins and topoisomerases. This results in inhibition of replication and transcription. The second major effect of intercalators is induction of D N A  damage, manifested by the occurence of sister chromatid exchange and mieronuelei [63,64], It was also shown that intercalators are capable of inhibiting topoisomerases, leading to D N A  cleavage [65,66], Poisoning of topo I and II produces single and double-strand D N A  breaks, respectively, with their ratio dependent on the drug used. Importantly, the breaks induced by intercalators are blocked by tightly bound protein (topo I or II) and are usually rapidly reversible. The most extensively studied and frequently used as ehemotherapeuties are actinomycin D, elsamiein A , epirubiein, ethidium, m -AM SA and anthraeyelines such as doxorubicin, daunomyein or mitoxantrone [67], It is worth noting that despite years of clinical and laboratory use, the mechanism of action of these compounds is still far from being completely understood. For example, it was recently shown that binding of daunomyein causes dissociation of histone H l , l  from the D N A  and a subsequent aggregation of chromatin [68],In contrast to intercalators, crescent shaped minor groove binders (MGBs) do not cause significant structural alterations in the D N A  double helix. These compounds23



usually prefer AT rieh regions in the minor groove of D X A , where they are stabilized by hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions ∣69∣, Some of the most known M G Bs are distamycin A , netropsin or D A P I (and their synthetic derivatives), but the one that is the most studied and often considered as a model minor groove binding compound is Hoechst ∣69∣, Hoechst compounds belong to the bis-benzimidies family and among its four known commercial forms, Hoechst 33258 and Hoechst 33342 are used most frequently, Hoechst 33342 is more lipophilic, generates significant amounts of DXA-protein crosslinks and D X A  strand breaks ∣70∣, Studies have also shown that Hoechst dyes interfere with multiple D X A  processing proteins, poison topoisomerases and significantly enhance U V - and radiation-induced cytotoxicity ∣69∣, Interenstingly, some of the M G Bs (D API, Hoechst 33258) are also able to intercalate into GC-rich sequences, which probably contributes to the inhibition of topoisomerases ∣67∣.

Figure 2,1: Intercalation and groove binding as the two main modes of DNA- 
binding for small molecules. A  simplified view of intercalation and groove binding and the structures of two compounds (ethidium bromide and Hoechst) utilizing these binding modes are shown. These molecules are also used as photosensitisers enabling efficient D X A  damage induction in cells irradiated with U V  or visible light. Figure from 1711 (modified).
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2.1.2 A lkylating agentsChemicals which posses the ability to form covalent bonds with D N A  were among the ∩rst discovered carcinogens, Benzoapyrene (BaP), the main chemical carcinogen in soot and coal tar, is rather unreaetive, yet when activated, it becomes capable of forming covalent D N A  adducts. Metabolic activation to reactive intermediates is required also for other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and for aromatic or heterocyclic amines. The list of carcinogens related to human action, usually alkylating agents, is long and ever growing, yet it was found that also naturally occurring substances are able to form D N A  adducts. The most toxic of these are aflatoxins, specifically the B I type, which is metabolized to exo-8,9-epoxide that binds covalently to D N A , Another example is aristoloehie acid, which also requires metabolic activation.Due to their capability to indirectly kill proliferating cells, alkylating agents were the first used anti-cancer drugs. The best characterised and widely used in treatment of testicular and ovarian tumours are platinum compounds, cisplatin and ear- boplatin [72,73], Cisplatin usually binds to the N7 atom of guanine residues and, less frequently, to the N7 atom of adenine residues. The formation of intra-strand diadduets (cross-links), which unwind the double helix and prevent transcription is thought to be the direct cause of eisplatin-mediated cell death [74], Another frequently used alkylating chemotherapeutic agent is mitomycin C  (M M C), Its metabolites prefer to form D N A  adducts with the N2 atom of guanine and in contrast to platinum compounds, interstrand cross-links of M M C are considered the most harmful [72], A  number of cancers are also treated with nitrogen mustard derivatives (meehloroetamine, melpha- lan, cyclophosphamide, ehloroambueil) or with ehloroethylnitrosoureas (CENUs; ear- mustine, lomustine, fotemustine). These compounds usually form monoadduets, most frequently at N7G, but again intra- or interstrand diadduets are thought to be the major cytotoxic lesions [72,75],O f special interest for D N A  repair studies are methyl methane sulfonate (MMS), dimethyl sulfonate (DMS), N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU) and N-methyl-N,-nitro - N-nitrosoguanidine (M NNG), These chemicals, considered prototypical methylating agents, have been extensively studied and used in a variety of experiments. When taking into account relative concentrations, M NU and M M N G  are considered more toxic and mutagenic than M M S, Nevertheless, for all these compounds N7-MeG is the prevalent adduct. Other adducts formed in appreciable amounts are N3-MeA and 06-M eG [77], Although both N7-MeG and N3-MeA lead to destabilization of the N- glyeosidie bond and, in consequence, to the formation of an abasie site, it was found that only N3-MeA blocks replication [22], No evidence was found for N7-MeG to miscode or to impede replication so its toxic properties are thought to stem solely from depurination. On the other hand, A :T  to T :A  and G :C  to A :T  mutations can occur as a result of the formation of N3-MeA and 06-M eG , respectively. It is worth noting that M M S also produces single and double-strand breaks, but while SSBs observed after M M S treatment are probably B E R  intermediates, DSBs likely occur when these intermediates or methyl bases are encountered by replication forks.
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Figure 2,2: Types of cιsplatm-DNA adducts. Interaction of cisplatin with D N A usually results in intrastrand adducts. The links arc most often formed between adjacent guanines or neighbouring guanine and adenine. Other intrastrand adduct, monoadducts and interstrand adducts arise less frequently. Figure from [76] (modified) ,
2.1.3 R adiom im etic drugsAnother group of chemicals, widely used in cancer therapy and also in the studies of D N A  repair processes, arc radiomimetic drugs. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the term 
„radiomimetic” originates from the observation that the effect of these compounds on cells is similar to that exerted by ionizing radiation, despite the fact that the scope of lesions induced by IR  is much wider (discussed below). Bleomycin is the most studied of these chemicals, but all of them share the same mechanism, which is based on oxidation of deoxyribose in D N A  [42], The process is initiated by hydrogen abstraction usually at the C -F , C-4’ (bleomycin) and C-5’ (cncdyincs) positions. Subsequent reactions result in strand breaks with different termini or in the formation of abasic sites, which often spontaneously break down into strand breaks [78], A  fraction of lesions induced by radiomimetic agents arc bistranded and consist of two breaks or an abasic site and a strand break in opposing strands. The ratio of single to bistranded
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lesions can vary significantly with the drug used. In the ease of bleomycin bistranded lesions constitute only 10% of all the lesions while for ealieheamiein most of the lesions (98%) are bistranded. Interestingly, it was shown that bleomycin does not directly interfere with D N A  replication and it induces more lesions in G l  or G 2 ∕M  than in S phase cells [43], usually in actively transcribed chromatin. The binding of the activated form of this drug to D N A  is based on intercalation or interactions with the minor groove [79,80],
2.2 Ionizing radiationIonizing radiation (IR) is a known carcinogen -  the evidence for its harmful properties has been accumulating since the discovery of X-rays by Roentgen in the late 1800’s, However, years of studies have allowed it to be safely used in medical diagnostics, cancer therapy or as a popular tool for inducing D N A  damage in research.Exposure of cells to high energy radiation (α and β  particles, γ and X-rays, protons, heavy ions) leads to loss of genetic information, mutations, genetic instability and apoptosis [81], These effects are a consequence of interaction of IR  with D N A  or its surroundings, IR  can thus damage D N A  directly, when atoms are ionized along the radiation tracks or indirectly, through the action of water radiolysis products. The relative contribution of these two routes for the total D N A  damage produced by IR  is still a matter of debate [82,83], However, it is assumed that the direct effect is dominant for radiations with high linear energy transfer (LET; α particles and neutrons), while the indirect effect plays a major role for sparsely ionizing radiation [84],IR  induces multiple types of D N A  damage: base damage, A P sites, crosslinks and most importantly, single and double-strand D N A  breaks. While all of these lesions initiate a repair process, it was found that those responsible for lethal effects of IR  are DSBs [85,86], There are two ways for a D SB to arise - a single radical can lead to lesions on both strands or, most often, two separate single-strand breaks are formed in close proximity [87], Several attempts have been made to measure the dose-response for DSBs after IR , While most of the studies found a linear relationship between the applied dose and D SB yields, the numbers vary significantly, from 13 to 70 DSBs per cell per G y [86], For SSBs, it was estimated that approximately 1000 lesions per cell per G y  are produced at biologically significant doses of radiation (1-10 Gy) [88],Although the fact that DSBs have deleterious consequences was well established, it was found that DSBs yields observed after low L E T  radiation are not sufficient to account for the cell lethality caused by IR  [89], This led to the introduction of the idea of „clustered” D N A  damage, originally termed as locally multiple damaged sites 
(LMDS) [90,91], A  clustered damage is defined as two or more lesions within one or two helical turns of D N A , produced by a single track of ionizing radiation [92], The complexity of clustered D N A  damage increases with increasing L E T  [93] and simulations show that for densely ionizing radiation more than 90% of DSBs contain other lesions in close proximity [94,95], Even low doses of IR  (1 Gy) are capable of inducing clustered damage. Processing of closely spaced lesions located on opposite strands may lead to the induction of additional DSBs, which explains the phenomenon of postirradiation increase in DSBs yields, reported in several studies. Clustered damage, even when not embracing a D SB , possesses a greater challenge for the repair maehin-
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ery than individual lesions, leading to reduced repair efficiency, repair retardation and non-eanonieal D N A  conformations [92,96],
2.3 U ltraviolet and visible light, photosensitised dam 

ageSolar radiation is a well established genotoxie agent, which induces D N A  modifications either directly by D N A  excitation or indirectly, by excitation of endogenous 
chromophores acting as photosensitisers [97], The most potent in inducing D N A  damage and thus having most grievous consequences for human health is the U V  range of the solar spectrum (10 — 400 n m f  A  part of the U V  spectrum is directly absorbed by D N A , with two maxima in the U V B  (280 — 315 nm) and U V C  (< 280 nm) regions. The lesions that are most frequently formed after exposing cells to U V  radiation are CPD s and 6-4PPs, The most efficient in producing CPD s is U V C  radiation, with a rate of 210 lesions ∕  106 bases per J/ m 2, while for U V B  this rate is estimated at one lesion ∕  107 bases per J/ m 2 [98], Another lesion detected after treating cells with U V B  is 8-oxoG, but the frequency of this lesion is much lower than that observed for pyrimidine dimers. Induction of CPD s and 8-oxoG is also possible after irradiation with U VA -  the ratio of these lesions is estimated at 5:1 [99], Other lesions induced by U VA are abasie sites and strand breaks [100], The ability of U VA to induce DSBs was discussed for a long time, but the formation of replication-dependent DSBs is now widely accepted [101], Interestingly, recent data suggest a possibility of replication-independent formation of DSBs after U VA  through clustered single-strand breaks [102], Initially, it was thought that generation of D N A  lesions by U VA requires an endogenous photosensitiser, but recent studies have shown that the weak absorption of U VA  by D N A  is significantly 
enhanced by base pairing [103] and that U VA is capable of inducing CPD s in cellular as well as isolated D N A  [99], On the other hand, since U VA  photons lack sufficient energy to enable one-electron oxidation of bases, a photosensitiser-based mechanism might be involved in the formation of oxidized bases, mainly 8-oxoG, by U VA  [99],In contrast to UV-radiation, the mechanisms of mutagenic action of visible light are less studied and not that well understood. It is essential to realize that the majority of experiments concerning the influence of visible light on D N A  were performed by 
irradiating the whole cells. Thus, the derived lesion types and their yields do not solely stem from the interaction of visible light with the nucleus and D N A  within, but with all components of the cell (see Fig, 2,3 for comparison of global and local D N A  damage). Cytoplasm contains various compounds that absorb visible light, including flavin derivatives that are known to be capable of acting as photosensitisers.The first hints that also radiation above 400 nm might be involved, directly or indirectly, in the production of D N A  damage came from studies which have shown the deleterious effect of fluorescent light on cultured cells. These early experiments provided evidence that exposure of mouse cells to light emitted from commonly used lamps for 20 h at 4,6 W /m 2 results in chromatid breaks and exchanges together with D N A  crosslinking [104-106], Subsequent studies aimed at the characterisation and 
quantitation of D N A  damage by means of the alkaline elution assay. Different cell lines were irradiated with halogen or mercury lamps with doses ranging from several
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Figure 2,3: Schematic representation of global and local DNA damage. A -  Global D X A  damage can be induced by various exogenous chemicals or by IR , U V  or visible light irradiation, IR , U V B  and U V C  radiation can damage D X A  directly, but U VA  and visible light require endogenous, cytosolic photosensitisers, There is a possibility that the damage is also partly mediated by an unknown nuclear photosen- sitiser. When whole cells are irradiated with U V A  or visible light, RO S and secondary intermediates formed in the cytosol or in cytosolic organelles can migrate to the nucleus, leading to D X A  damage, B -  Local D X A  damage is usually induced by IR  microbeams, lasers or endonucleases (not shown). In the case of laser irradiation, the beam is focused into a diffraction limited spot. Generated D X A  lesions are confined to a small region in the nucleus (a 3-D volume) and the excitation of sensitisers located in the cytoplasm is minimized.
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kJ/m2 to M J/m 2 or were exposed to natural sunlight [107], These studies agree that the most abundant lesions induced by visible light are those sensitive to Fpg protein (probably mostly 8-oxoG), but single-strand breaks, A P  sites and DNA-protein crosslinks are also produced [108-110], The yield of Fpg sensitive lesions have been shown to be several times greater than that of SSBs with no significant variations between different cell lines [107], The number of these lesions decreases with longer wavelengths but their ratio remains unaltered [109],While there is agreement that most lesions are induced by wavelengths between 400 and 500 nm , there are discrepancies in the obtained action spectra. For instance, in one of the studies a significant peak around 450 nm  is observed in the action spectrum for D N A  strand breakage [111], However, this peak is either not visible in spectra obtained by other researchers [112] or is shifted towards shorter wavelengths [110], In the latter study the action spectrum suggests that no strand-breaks are induced by wavelengths greater than 450 nm. One of the possible explanations of these inconsistencies might lie in the method, which was used for assessing D N A  damage. All of these studies have utilized the alkaline elution assay. This method, although sensitive in the detection of D N A  damage, was also shown to be extremely inconsistent [113], Moreover, it only enables to measure single-strand D N A  breaks, so the possibility of induction of DSBs by visible light was not assessed so far,
2.3.1 P hotosensitised  dam ageIt is reasonable to expect that induction of D N A  lesions by visible light, when the 
whole cells are illuminated, is mediated by an endogenous photosensitiser [107,110], Thus, one should consider the possible mechanisms of photosensitised damage to D N A  and the types of lesions typically formed in these reactions. An excited photosensitiser can react with D N A  directly or the damage can be mediated by ROS or other 
secondary intermediates. The direct reactions can be further subdivided into covalent binding, triplet-triplet energy transfer and one-electron transfer or hydrogen abstraction. An example of the covalent binding photosensitisers are psoralens, which intercalate and then bind to the D N A  [114], Triplet-triplet energy transfer gives rise to cyclobutane thymine dimers due to the fact that thymine possesses the lowest triplet- energy of all D N A  bases. Some U VA absorbing photosensitisers such as acetophenone, pyridopsoralens and fluoroquinolones have been shown to damage D N A  using this mechanism [115-117], The last type of the direct photosensitiser-DNA reactions is an electron or a hydrogen abstraction by the triplet-excited state (so-called type- I reaction). Because guanine has the lowest one-electron oxidation potential of the D N A  bases, the most frequent D N A  modification formed through this mechanism is 8-oxoG [118], However, some type-I photosensitisers (e,g, harmine) are able to attack the sugar moiety of D N A , leading to SSBs [119],ROS-mediated D N A  damage requires the interaction of a photosensitiser with molecular oxygen (type II reaction), which generates the superoxide anion (electron transfer) or singlet oxygen (energy transfer) [120], In contrast to singlet oxygen, the superoxide anion does not react with D N A  directly, but can lead to the formation of a highly-reaetive hydroxyl radical. Since hydroxyl radical is also responsible for the indirect effect of ionizing radiation the damage spectrum induced by some type II
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photosensitisers (N-hydroxypyridinethiones, furocumarin hydroperoxides) closely resembles that produced by IR  [121,122], On the other hand, singlet oxygen generated by photosensitisers leads mostly to 8-oxoG and other, not yet indenti∩ed purine modifications [123],Importantly, the studies of photosensitised damage to D N A  have shown that the ratio of modifications caused by the interaction of radiation with a photosensitiser allows to determine the mechanism of damage induction. The type and ratio of D N A  modifications induced by visible light interacting with all components of the cell suggest that the damage is caused by a direct DNA-photosensitiser interaction (type I) or by singlet oxygen (type II), However, for the former mechanism to occur the potential photosensitiser would have to be enclosed in the nucleus and so far no data has been published regarding this possibility. On the other hand, numerous cytosolic endogenous compounds, such as flavins, porphyrins, melanin and bilirubin have been proposed to mediate the formation of D N A  modifications in cells treated with visible light [108, 124], Both flavins and poprhyrins have been shown to transduce blue light into ROS [125] and to induce high yields of 8-oxoG in cells [107], One of the possible candidates responsible for the induction of SSBs is bilirubin, due to its efficient absorption in the 420 — 500 nm  range [126], Some studies have also shown that continuous irradiation of whole cells with visible light results in the saturation of D N A  damage, which might be explained by the decomposition of the photosensitiser [109],
2.3.2 Selective irrad ia tion  w ith  visible lightLocalised D N A  damage induced by irradiation of the cell’s nucleus with visible light, accompanied by very limited excitation of endogenous, cytosolic photosensitisers, was so far demonstrated in a few studies. This was achieved by using focused laser beams emitting at 405, 435, 514 or 532 nm [127-131], In some eases D N A  damage was induced in cells containing DNA-binding exogenous photosensitisers (405 nm with BrdU or Hoeehst, 514 nm with ethidium bromide). In other eases, when no exogenous photosensitiser was used, the power of the incident radiation was usually very high, reaching 
hundreds of T W /m 2 [132], Also, very often too little information about the irradiation setup was provided by the authors (see Chapter 4 for detailed information regarding these issues) [128,131], In one of these studies, although the nucleus was irradiated with a visible light emitting laser (532 nm) and no photosensitisers were introduced into cells, the observed D N A  breaks were probably caused by photomechanical pressure resulting from optical breakdown of the medium [127], Thus, the possibility of D N A damage induction and the scope of potential lesions resulting from the selective irradiation of the cell nucleus with visible light, in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers, remains to be established.
2.4 M ethods of inducing global or local DNA damage 

for experim ental purposesSome of the fundamental steps in the DNA Damage Response (DDR) have been uncovered by in vitro reconstitution of the repair pathways. However, the re-
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sponses to D N A  damage are now often studied in intact living cells. Since the repair of D N A  lesions caused by endogenous factors is rather difficult to track, it became necessary to develop tools for the induction of well defined D N A  damage, possible to implement in laboratory conditions. The methods of inducing D N A  damage for experimental purposes can be classified based on several features, but the most general division is between methods that allow to induce the damage globally (in the whole nucleus, in many cells) or locally (in a chosen region of the nucleus in one cell),
2.4.1 G lobal DNA dam ageInduction of a global D N A  damage has been utilized since the early days of the D N A  repair held and is still the method of choice in many current studies. The major advantage of this approach is the possibility to almost simultaneously generate lesions 
in many cells. This allows to measure cell survival after treatment with a certain agent or to obtain averaged data regarding, for example, the number of lesions induced or the time required for the repair processes to be completed. The shortcoming of these methods is related to the fact that it is not only the D N A  but the entire cell that is exposed to the damaging agent.Virtually all of the aforementioned and many other D N A  damaging agents could be used in the laboratory for placing lesions throughout the nuclear D N A , However, among the broad range of agents, only several are routinely used for the studies of D N A  repair. The choice of a particular agent is usually dictated by the type of expected D N A  lesion, which makes it possible to monitor a specific D N A  repair pathway. Oxidative D N A  lesions are most often induced by various concentrations of H2O2, For alkylation damage, MMS, DMS, MMNG and MNU are commonly used. On the other hand, the repair of strand breaks is usually studied after treating cells with physical agents, such as ionizing or ultraviolet radiation. Alternatively, bleomycin or other radiomimetie drugs are used for inducing DSBs, Somehow uniquely, the studies of repair of pyridimine dimers and other photoproduets can only be conducted by using U V  radiation. Nonetheless, it is important to note that despite using these agents in the context of certain D N A  lesions or repair pathways, neither of them is capable of 
inducing only one type of D N A modification. Also, the experimental procedure contributes to the final outcome of the treatment with different D N A  damaging agents. While for chemicals the concentration and exposure time play a major role, D N A  damage induced by physical agents is influenced by multiple factors, such as the type of radiation (low or high L E T  for IR; wavelength for U V  and visible light), the total energy delivered to the sample or by the rate of radiation delivery,
2.4.2 Local DNA dam ageThere are several assets of inducing damage confined to sub-nuclear regions. First of all, this approach gives the experimenter a free choice of the part of the nucleus subjected to the damaging agent, which allows to study the D D R  in structurally and functionally different regions. Furthermore, coupling with modern live cell imaging techniques enables to obtain wide range of data regarding the proteins involved in the repair processes as well as the structure of chromatin in D D R , Most of the valuable
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information gained from the studies involving local D N A  damage induction, such as the kinetics of protein recruitment and their retention times, cannot be obtained with methods resulting in global D N A  damage. The two techniques of sub-nuclear damage induction which are now frequently used in the studies of D N A  repair are ionizing 
radiation microbeams and laser microirradiation,

2.4.2.1 MicrobeamsIonizing radiation mierobeams enable to deliver exactly specified doses of radiation with high spatial accuracy. Despite a great interest in the interaction of ionizing radiation with cellular components, it was not until the 1990s that the technology for mieroirradiation devices was developed. Originally developed to study the bystander effect, i,e, the induction of stress and increased lethality in non-irradiated cells (neighbours of the irradiated ones), today ion mierobeams provide new insights into the D D R .The most popular are ion mierobeams, but X-ray and electron mierobeams are also used. Charged particle mierobeams, although can embrace a large range of ions and energies (up to 15000 keV∕μm) [133], often suffer from significant scattering, which influences the size of the beam. One of the requirements for using these devices in research is the ability to precisely control the dose delivered to the sample, which is possible with high efficiency detection systems. The advantages of X-ray and electron mierobeams are a very small beam size (X-ray mierobeams) and the ability to easily vary the delivered dose. The major drawback of using mierobeams for inducing localised D N A  damage is their limited availability, as there are only a few facilities worldwide which fulfil the requirements essential for the use of mierobeams in research.Irradiation of cells with ionizing radiation mierobeams is expected to generate a 
mixture of D N A damage types. In agreement with that, repair factors and modifications involved in many different repair pathways have been detected after high-LET radiation [134], It was shown that although the number of D N A  breaks per unit dose is constant, the complexity of these lesions is significantly enhanced with increasing L E T  [95], Recent studies conducted with the use of ion mierobeams have focused on the repair of clustered D N A  damage induced by particle irradiation. These experiments have shown that the complexity of induced damage can influence the kinetics of protein recruitment to the damage site [135] and that the difficulties with the repair of clustered lesions might eventually lead to chromosome breakage [136], Ion mieroirradiation was also used to study the D D R  in the context of chromatin compaction. This was possible by placing lesions with high precision in densely packed ehromoeenters, which allowed to study the recruitment of repair proteins to these regions [137],
2.4.2.2 Laser lightThe first use of a laser beam for inducing alterations in D N A  dates back to 1960s, In these early experiments, Berns and colleagues have shown that a pulsed argon laser mierobeam can be utilized to place localised lesions on mitotic chromosomes [138], The induction of lesions was manifested by so-called chromosome paling, i,e, irradiated regions were brighter than other parts of the chromosomes when visualized by phase contrast microscopy. Initially, induction of damage required that the chromosomes33



were photosensitised with acridine orange, but it was soon found that using higher laser powers enabled to induce lesions without photosensitisation [139], The laser was coupled to a microscope, which allowed to visualize the specimen before and after irradiation. Interestingly, comparison of lesions induced in the presence and without a photosensitiser led to the suggestion that the damage is markedly different in these two settings.It is worth noting that even before the advent of lasers, localised lesions on chromosomes were induced taking advantage of a U V  mierobeam (Uretz mierobeam), constructed by focusing heteroehromatie ultraviolet radiation emitted from a lamp to a spot several micrometers in size [140], Irradiation of chromosomes with this apparatus also resulted in the appearance of phase-paled regions.The induction of localised D N A  damage in interphase chromatin with subsequent antibody staining or detection of unscheduled DNA synthesis (UDS) was shown for the first time by Cremer and collaborators. In these experiments cells were damaged by a U V  laser emitting radiation at 257 or 365 nm  wavelengths [141-143], Nevertheless, the use of lasers for the induction of local D N A  damage was substantially boosted after two findings published in the 1990s, First, Limoli and Ward have shown that single and double-strand D N A  breaks are induced after U VA  irradiation of cells sensitised 
with BrdU and Hoechst [144] and later Rogakou and colleagues have substituted the initial U VA  source with a U VA  laser (390 nm ), creating a tool for localised induction of D N A  strand breaks in living cells [145], Since then, multiple similar setups, combining U VA  (337, 390 nm) or even visible light emitting lasers (405,514 nm) with different photosensitisers (BrdU, Hoechst, ethidium bromide), have been used [129,146],Experiments in which a U V  laser was utilized as a means for local D N A  damage induction have confirmed that the major lesions induced by irradiation at 266 nm are CP D s and 6-4PPs [147], However, base damage [132] (8-oxoG) along with single and double-strand breaks can also be detected when using longer U V  wavelengths (337, 365) [132,148], Interestingly, some studies suggest that irradiation of cells with a low dose of a U VA laser selectively induces SSBs, without the formation U V  photoproduets, oxidative base modifications or DSBs [148],In recent years, due to its wide accessibility, a 405 nm emitting laser has became the choice of many researchers to localise D N A  lesions in living cells. Usually used in the presence of photosensitisers (BrdU or Hoechst), this wavelength was shown to induce a mixture of lesions: both single and double-strand breaks, 8-oxoG and even CP D s (but no 6-4PPs) [147,149], Similar damage spectrum, with the exception of U V  photoproduets, was also observed after irradiation with green laser light (514 nm) in the presence of ethidium bromide [129], Without a photosensitiser, the 405 nm laser was shown to induce only SSB s  (at certain doses) and no DSBs or oxidative damage [131,150], A  selective induction of SSBs without DSBs was also proposed to occur after irradiation with a 435 nm emitting laser [130],The desire to confine the damage into a very small 3-D volume of the nucleus has also led to the popularization of pulsed lasers, which deliver high-intensity ultrashort pulses (ps to fs) that can lead to multiphoton excitation [149], The most popular of these is a Titaniurmsapphire laser emitting femtosecond pulses at 800 nm. Simultaneous absorption of three photons of this radiation corresponds energetically to irradiation with a U V  laser at around 260 nm, which leads to direct D N A  excitation.
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In agreement with that, U V  photoproduets have been detected after damage induced with this setup. Nonetheless, other types of damage were shown to be formed as well (strand breaks and base modifications) [149], hinting at an additional mechanism, probably low-density plasma formation, which needs to be considered [149], Similar lesions were also observed after two-photon excitation with a 532 nm  emitting femtosecond laser [132], The ratio of strand breaks to U V  photoproduets was shown to be substantially increased when using a higher (1050 nm) wavelength with femtosecond pulses [151],The major rationales for inducing local D N A  damage with lasers are their wide accessibility and the simplicity in coupling them with modern imaging devices. The last decade have seen a substantial boost in the D N A  repair held, which was mainly driven by the developement of several laser mieroirradiation techniques. These techniques have allowed to visualize the recruitment of proteins known to be involved in the D D R , but also led to the discovery of new repair factors and repair-related functions in proteins so far not recognized as members of the D D R , Moreover, much has been learned about the changes in chromatin structure, which are necessary for the successful repair of induced lesions. Nevertheless, the existing laser-based methods for local D N A  damage induction suffer from important drawbacks, e,g, the activation of multiple D N A  repair pathways caused by the generation of a mixture of lesions or the induction of heavy, sometimes lethal damage. Very often researchers using these methods share 
little information regarding the laser power or the total dose of light delivered to the irradiated region. Also, the use of photosensitisers raises doubts about the structure of 
chromatin and the ability of cells to proceed with normal D N A  repair processes with the photosensitiser present in the nucleus. These issues (discussed in detail in Chapter 4) imply that new methods, free of the mentioned shortcomings of the existing approaches, are highly desirable,
2.4.2.3 Other techniquesInduction of spatially confined D N A  damage is also possible with other techniques. These methods, although technically more challenging, have been successfully used for studying the D D R ,The first approach enables to induce single DSBs into defined regions of the genome and is based on the yeast endonuclease I-Scel, The requirement for this is the generation of cell lines whose genomes contain the 18-nt recognition site for the I- Seel restriction enzyme, I-Seel is then introduced into these cells with exogenous expression and cuts the D N A, Additionally, the I-Seel recognition site can be flanked by LacO/TetO operator array sequences. This allows to visualize the site of the damage by binding of fluoreseently tagged LaeR and TetR repressor proteins. The I-Seel based approach has been so far utilized in a few D N A  damage related studies, e,g, it served to track the positions of broken D N A  ends [152] and to reveal the spatial dynamics of chromosome translocations [153], One of the drawbacks of this method is the lack of information regarding the timing of D SB induction, which limits the studies of kinetics of D N A  repair factors.Another method involves the use of a highly phototoxie fluorescent protein termed 
Killer Red (KR). This protein generates RO S in a light-dependent manner but at the same time retains its function as a genetically encoded fluorescent tag [154,155],35



It was shown that green light irradiation of cells in which tandem KillerRed (tKR) was fused to histone H2B results in formation of D N A  damage and blockage of cell division [156], A  more spatially confined induction of D N A  lesions by the K R  protein might be achieved by irradiation of a small region in the nucleus. In another study, K R  protein was fused to tetracycline repressor (tetR) and the transcription activator (TA), Binding of TetR -K R  or T A -K R  to a T R E  cassette integrated at a defined genetic locus enabled to induce RO S mediated damage in hetero- or euehromatin [157], Limitations of using K R  in the studies of D N A  repair are its dimerization and a necessity to tightly control its expression.Finally, one has to mention the potential usefulness of CRISPR [158] (Clustered 
Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) for the induction of strand- breaks in defined genetic loci. This technique, which has rapidly become one of the most popular approaches for genome editing [159, 160], is based on targeting of a Cas9 endonuclease to specified genetic sequences by so-called guide R N A  (gRNA), The Cas9-gRNA recognizes the target sequence and if a sufficient homology exists, the endonuclease generates a D SB in the target D N A  [161], This technique has not been exploited in the held of D N A  repair so far, but its simplicity makes it a promising tool for the induction of D N A  strand-breaks for the purpose of this kind of research.
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Chapter 3

DNA REPAIR PATHWAYS

In the late 1950s the hrst D N A  repair pathway, termed enzymatic photoreaetivation (EPR), was discovered in bacteria. It was shown that this pathway repairs U V  lesions 
in a light-dependent manner and is catalyzed by a photoreaetivating enzyme -  the photolyase. Later studies suggested that in mammalian cells, where photoreaetivation is not conserved, U V  generated photoproduets can be repaired in the absence of light, which led eventually to the discovery of Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER), The realization that the D N A  is not a stable molecule, but frequently undergoes chemical 
modifications, sparked the research on the repair of small base lesions. Subsequent steps in the Base Excision Repair (BER) were gradually deciphered and finally the entire pathway could be reconstituted with purified enzymes. Similarly, a series of papers enabled to reconstitute another pathway, termed Mismatch Repair (MMR), which was shown to eliminate nucleotides erroneously incorporated during D N A  replication. The value of the findings regarding N ER , B E R  and M M R  was recognized by the Nobel Committee in 2015 as Tomas Lindahl, Paul Modrich and Aziz Sancar were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry „for mechanistic studies of D N A  repair”.
3.1 Nucleotide Excision RepairNucleotide Excision Repair (NER) is responsible for the repair of bulky, often structurally unrelated D N A  lesions that usually result in the distortion of the D N A double 
helix. The most popular of these are CPD s and 6-4PPs produced by U V  radiation, but also some less frequent lesions produced by various chemicals are repaired through this pathway [162-164], Two repair sub-pathways exist -  the choice between them is dictated by the location of the damage [165,166], While global genome NER (GG- 
NER) is able to conduct the repair anywhere in the genome, transcription-coupled 
NER (TC-NER) can only remove lesions in the transcribed strand of active genes. The major difference between G G  and T C -N E R  is in the detection step. In G G -N E R , the lesions are usually recognized by the XPC-hH R23B-CEN 2 complex, sometimes with the help of U V -D D B  [167], In T C -N E R , on the other hand, the repair is initiated by a RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) blocked in front of a bulky lesion [168], A stalled R N A P II is bound by C B S [169], which then recruits the C S A  complex [170], N E R  factors and histone acetyltransferase p300 [171], Other proteins required in the recognition step of T C -N E R  are HM GN1 [172], X A B 2 [173] and T F IIS  [174], G G
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and T C -N E R  sub-pathways converge after the recruitment of transcription factor 
II H(TFIIH), responsible for the unwinding of the D N A  around a lesion and stabilization of single-stranded D N A  [175] (ref 4), The stabilization of the opened state of the D N A  is assisted by X P A , R PA  and X P G  [176,177], Next, the 3’ and 5’ side of the nucleotide fragment which contains the lesion is cleaved by (E R C C 1)-X P F, The ∩nal step of repair, i,e, filling of the single-stranded gap is accomplished by polymerase δ or e, accompanied by P C N A  and R F C  [178], Finally, ligation is carried out by D N A  Ligase I or X R C C 1 ∕D N A  Ligase III [179],
3.2 M ism atch repairThe role of D N A  Mismatch Repair (MMR) is to correct the mispaired bases omitted by the proofreading function of the replicative D N A  polymerase. This mechanism allows to increase the accuracy of D N A  replication by about 1000-fold [180], Additionally, M M R  was shown to repair lesions caused by some alkylating agents and certain environmental carcinogens [181,182], The repair process is evolutionarily conserved and best understood in Escherichia coli (E, coli). In this organism, detection of the mispaired bases is carried out by the MutS homodimer, which then recruits the M ull, homodimer [183], This leads to the activation of the M u l II endonuclease that is able to discriminate between daughter and parent D N A  strands on the basis of the state of adenine methylation at d(GATC) sites [184], Nicks introduced by M u l II on the un- methvlated newly replicated strand are used as a starting point for the heliease UvrD, which unwinds the D N A  [185,186], The unwound strand, which contains the mismatch, is then eliminated by exonueleases and D N A  is re-synthesized using the parental strand as a template [187,188],In eukaryotes, detection of mispaired bases is similar to that observed in E, coli and is carried out by MutS and M u l I. homologs (heterodimers MutSalpha and MutSbetha for MutS and Mutlalpha for MutL) [189,190], In contrast to E .C o li, M ull, homologs in most other organisms posses the ability to introduce nicks into the daughter strand[191] , Another difference is that discrimination between the two D N A  strands is not based on methylation, but rather on the nicks at the 3’ and 5’ ends of Okazaki fragments[192] or nicks formed as a result of excision of ribonucleotides incorporated during D N A  replication [193], There is also evidence that detection of the daughter strand is facilitated by the asymmetric nature of the loaded P C N A  [194,195],
3.3 Homologous Recom bination and Non-Homologous 

End JoiningApart from the basic repair pathways, another one that has gained much attention concerns the repair of the most deleterious D N A  lesions - double-strand breaks. The repair of these lesions usually proceeds through one of the two pathways -  Non 
Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) or Homologous Recombination (HR) (Fig, 3,1), These pathways differ in regard to their occurrence in the cell cycle phases [196] and to the proteins engaged, yet the most important difference lies in their ability to 
restore the original D N A  sequence in which the strands were broken.38



N H E J is a very efficient but also error-prone repair pathway, operating throughout the cell cycle. The broken D N A  ends are recognized and bound by the Ku70∕Ku80 heterodimer, which stabilizes and protects the D N A  ends, serving as a scaffold for other proteins involved in the pathway [197,198], The first protein recruited by Ku is the D N A -P K  (DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit). Interaction with Ku leads to the activation of the kinase function of D N A -P K , which then phosphorylates itself and other proteins involved in N H E J [199], One of the substrates of D N A -P K  is the nuclease Artemis, The Artem is/DNA-PK complex is responsible for the processing of D N A  ends, which is necessary before ligation can occur [200], The final step of N H E J is carried out by D N A  Ligase I V ∕X R C C 4  complex, recruited by Ku [201],The above-described pathway is termed the canonical N H E J, to distinguish it from the Alternative NHEJ (A-NHEJ), responsible for the repair of DSBs when the classic route is disabled [202], A -N H E J is initiated by PARP1 instead of Ku [203], while the end resection requires M R N , C tIP  and BRCA1 [204-206], The repair is completed by ligation of D N A  ends by L ig I I I ∕X R C C l  complex or by D N A  Ligase I [207,208],Due to the fact that the rejoining of broken D N A  ends occurs regardless of the se
quence homology, the accuracy of both N H E J pathways is low. In contrast, the repair of DSBs by the second major pathway, Homologous Recombination, requires the presence 
of a homologous sequence and leads to error-free restoration of the original sequence. The recognition of a D SB  in H R  is carried out by the MRN (Mrell-Rad50-Nbsl) complex [209] which, through homodimerization of Rad50, can connect and stabilize the D N A  ends [210], The interaction of Nbsl with ATM  leads then to recruitment and activation of the latter protein [211], Activated ATM  phosphorylates multiple substrates, including histone H 2AX [212,213], Phosphorylated histone H2AX (γH2AX) is considered an early marker of D SB repair and serves as an anchorage for other H R factors [214], The D N A  damage signal is then further amplified by MDC1 through its interaction with γH 2A X  and Nbsl [215], The next step in H R  is the resection of D N A  ends which involves proteins such as M R N , CtIP , E XO 1, BLM  and DNA2 [216-218], The resulting 3,-single-stranded D N A  overhangs are bound and stabilized by RPA 
(replication protein A) [219], This protein is later replaced by Rad51, loaded by B R CA 2 [220], Rad51 is an essential factor for the completion of D SB  repair by HR, as it is able to form a nucleoprotein filament that searches and invades a homologous duplex D N A  template, forming a displacement loop (D-loop) [219], From this point, H R  can proceed through one of two sub-pathways. Usually, after limited elongation the invading strand is released and annealed to the other D N A  end. The repair is then completed by gap-hlling and ligation. This sub-pathway is known as Synthesis-Dependent Strand Annealing (SDSA) [219], Another sub-pathway involves the formation of a double Holliday junction, which can be resolved in several ways, giving crossover and non-crossover products. There are multiple enzymes engaged in the resolution of H Js of which the best studied is the complex of BLM  with topoisomerase IIIα , responsible for the formation of non-crossover products [221],
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Figure 3,1: Homologous Recombination and Non-Homologous End Joining. See text for details. For simplicity only the crucial steps in H R  are depicted. Figure adapted from: ∣222∣,
3.4 Base Excision Repair and Single-Strand Break 

RepairBase Excision Repair (BER) is a highly conserved D X A  repair pathway mainly responsible for the correction of endogenous D X A  damage (oxidations, alkylations, deaminations, depurinations), B E R  is usually initiated by a lesion-specific D X A  glyeosylase and completed by one of two sub-pathways - short or long-patch B E R  (Fig, 3,2) ∣223∣, After lesion recognition, D X A  glyeosylase removes the modified base and leaves an abasie site, Xext, APE1 (apurinie (AP) endonuclease) cleaves the A P site which results in a 3,OH and a 5,deoxyribose-phosphate moiety (5,dRP) at the ends ∣224∣, D X A  polymerase then removes the sugar and fills the nucleotide gap. Finally, the strand is ligated by a D X A  ligase. The short and long-patch B E R  sub-pathways differ in the
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number of nucleotides incorporated during the repair: one in the ease of SP -B E R  ∣225∣ and two or more nucleotides in L P -B E R  ∣226,227∣, The gap Biling step in SP -B E R  is carried out by D N A  Polymerase β (Polβ). The same polymerase is also thought to incorporate the first nucleotide in L P -B E R  ∣228∣, but the elongation step requires the presence of replicative D N A  polymerases (δ, e). Additional proteins required in LP-repair are PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen) and FEN1, the former serves as a sliding clamp for Polβ while the latter removes the ensuing D N A  flap. Another protein, PAR.P1 (poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1), was shown to form a complex with APE1, Polβ and FEN1 and to stimulate their action. The final step - ligation, is carried out by the X R C C l ∕L ig Π I  complex in SP -B E R  ∣229∣ and by Ligase I in L P -B E R  ∣230∣.

Figure 3,2: Classic BER pathway. Figure adapted from ∣231∣,
41



B E R  and Single-Strand Break Repair (SSBR) are closely related pathways, SSB R  is responsible for the repair of both direct SSB s, as well as those arising as B E R  inter
mediates [232,233], Different sub-pathways exist for the repair of lesions with different origins, yet they share many proteins and biochemical steps (Fig, 3,3), Detection of direct SSBs is thought to be carried out by PARP1 [234], When activated by binding to D N A  breaks, PARP1 modifies itself and a multitude of other proteins by adding chains of poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR), This modification is, however, transient as poly (ADP-ribose) glyeohydrolase degrades P A R  in minutes after detection of the break by PARP1 [235], P A R  moieties on PARP1 and other proteins are recognized by XRCC1 
(X-ray repair cross complementing protein 1), which is then promptly recruited to the damage site [236-238,274], X R C C 1 , although without enzymatic activity, acts as a scaffold for the binding of other members of the pathway and is thus often regarded as a central S S B R  protein [239,240], X R C C 1  is especially important during D N A  end processing, due to the fact that it interacts with most of the proteins involved in this step: PN K P, A P T X , Polβ and TD P1, Restoration of modified 3’ and 5’ termini to conventional ends is often necessary for directly induced SSBs but also some SSBs arising during B E R  require processing. Subsequent steps of SSB R , i,e, D N A  gap filling and ligation are very similar to those observed during B E R , The repair can thus be completed by short or long-patch pathways, with Polβ, Pol δ∕e, Ligi and LigIII responsible for these reactions.The basic steps in B E R  and SSB R  are well established. However, recent years have brought interesting new insights regarding these pathways and revealed their complexity, Many of these studies have taken advantage of introducing a local D N A  damage in the nuclei of living cells and then studying the response to this damage, Mortusewiez et al, [238] have shown that both X R C C 1  and P C N A  are rapidly recruited to D N A damage generated by a 405 nm  emitting laser in cells presensitised with BrdU (the power of the laser was not specified), but the former protein displays a higher turnover at the irradiated region. The initial transient binding of X R C C 1  with subsequent decrease in mobility at the damage site was confirmed in a study by Tomas et al, [242], which utilized multiphoton absorption at 1050 nm to generate D N A  lesions. Interesting insights regarding SSB R  were also brought by Hanssen-Bauer et al, [150], Irradiation of cells at 405 nm revealed that the recruitment of L P -B E R  proteins (P C N A , FEN1) requires a more extensive damage (higher total dose) than the recruitment of SP -B E R  factors. Interestingly, PARP1 was recruited to sites of local damage later than X R C C 1  and inhibition of PARylation did not cause a significant reduction in the accumulation of X R C C 1 , questioning the role of PARP1 in early steps of SSB R , On the other hand, in a paper by Campalans et al, [243], the authors have shown that PARP1 is necessary for the recruitment of X R C C 1  to damage induced by a 405 nm emitting laser in the absence of an exogenous photosensitiser, but is dispensable when the cells are presensitised before irradiation. Since oxidative damage was only detected in the latter scenario, it was concluded that the different requirement of PARP1 for the recruitment of X R C C 1  reflects its role in B E R  and SSB R , Also, the experiments revealed that the BR CT1 domain of X R C C 1  is only required for its accumulation in SSB R  but not in B E R , Important insights concerning X R C C 1  in SSB R  were also presented in a paper by Wei et al, [244], The authors have taken advantage of a similar setup for local damage induction (405 nm, no photosensitiser) and have been able to show that while BR CT1 domain of X R C C 1  is indeed essential for its initial recruitment to the damage42



Figure 3,3: Single-strand break repair. Figure adapted from ∣241∣.
site, its retention is dependent on the BR CT2 domain. The proeess of accumulation of X R C C 1  is supposed to occur in two phases -  hrst, X R C C 1  is recruited to sites of PAR  synthesized by PARP1, but since P A R  is degraded in minutes after the formation of a SSB , X R C C 1  dissociates and binds again, this time using its BR CT2 domain.The above referred papers are extremely valuable for the understanding of the early steps in SSB R  and B E R , Nevertheless, direct comparison between these studies is difficult. Although seemingly similar damaging setups were used in these experiments (usually laser irradiation at 405 nm ), no information regarding the power of the laser was revealed (Mortusewicz et ah, Campalans et ah) or the specified laser powers and total doses of light delivered to the irradiated region were markedly different (Hanssen-
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Bauer et al,, Wei et al,), One should note that despite the fact that the difference in laser power between these studies is almost one order of magnitude, both research groups claim that the their conditions induce only SSBs and little or no DSBs, Finally, interpretation of some of these experiments is further complicated by the presence of photosensitisers in damaged cells (Mortusewiez et ah, Campalans et ah). In the latter study, the photosensitiser was intentionally used for the induction of oxidative damage, but one cannot ignore the possibility that its presence in the nucleus after damage induction influences the ongoing repair processes. Finally, it is important to note that it is possible that apart from SSBs and DSBs, the 405 nm  emitting laser induces also U V  photoproduets. This issue was not addressed in either of the cited studies.
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Dynamics of DNA repair and recruitment of repair factors to damaged DNA can be studied by live cell microscopy. DNA damage is usually inflicted by a laser beam illuminating a DNA-interacting photosensitizer in a small area of the nucleus. We demonstrate that a focused beam of visible low intensity light alone can inflict local DNA damage and permit studies of DNA repair, thus avoiding potential artifacts caused by exogenous photosensitizers. © 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. IntroductionDynamics of DNA repair processes, including recruitment of repair proteins to locally damaged DNA, can be studied in live cells using optical microscopy techniques. When DNA damage is inflicted in a small region of a nucleus, recruitment and dissociation of repair factors (tagged with fluorescent proteins) can be visualized and analyzed quantitatively. Most existing methods of inflicting local chromatin damage involve the use of a DNA- bound photosensitizer [1-9]. The presence of a sensitizing agent is undesirable, however, since it may alter higher order chromatin structures, interfere with the process of DNA repair and cause additional damage as well as photodamage during imaging of the repair processes [8,10-12]. Although photosensitizer-free methods of inflicting local damage exist, they employ UV laser microbeam [13], pulsed visible or NIR lasers that often cause collateral damage, i.e. a broad spectrum and large numbers of DNA lesions in and around the illuminated area [8,14-16]. Some high power and pulsed lasers have been shown to cause such an extensive nuclear damage that morphological changes were readily detectable even by phase contrast microscopy [14,15,17]. These observations suggest that such
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +48 12 6646382; fax: +48 12 6645503. 

E-mail address: jerzy.dobrucki@uj.edu.pl (J.W. Dobrucki).
1568-7864/$ -  see front m atter© 2012 Elsevier B.V. A ll rights reserved. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dnarep.2012.09.008

a damage may be so extensive as to raise concern about the relevance of the experiment to studies of cellular response to sublethal genome lesions [7].We report that local DNA damage can be inflicted by low intensity visible light, in the absence of any exogenous photosensitizers. This method of inducing DNA damage permits studies of recruitment of repair factors while any potential artifacts arising from interaction between photosensitizers and DNA or the repair machinery can be avoided.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell culture and transfectionHeLa 21-4 cells were maintained in DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco, UK) at 37 ° C and 5% CO2. 1 or 2 days before experiment cells were seeded on 20 mm-diameter coverslips (Menzel; Braunschweig, Germany) and imaged in DMEM/F12 (Sigma-Aldrich, Poznan, Poland) supplemented with 2% FBS. 24-48 h after seeding, cells in logarithmic growth phase were transfected with pmRFP-XRCC1 or LigIII-GFP plasmid [18,19] using FuGene 6 transfection reagent (Roche; Basel, Switzerland), according to the manufacturer's instructions, cultured for 48 h and imaged.
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2.2. ImmunofluorescenceAfter damage induction cells were incubated under standard conditions in order to allow the repair factors to accumulate (^H2AX: 15-45min, pATM: 10m in, RPA: 2h, XRCC1 and PCNA: 5 min, TFIIH: 30 min), fixed (15 min) in 4% formaldehyde (EMS, Hatfield, PA), permeabilized (5min) with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma, Poznan, Poland), blocked (30-60m in) in 3% BSA (Sigma, Poznan, Poland) and incubated with primary (1 h) and secondary antibodies (2h). Antibody dilutions were prepared in 1% BSA in PBS, washes were done with PBS. For 8-oxodG detection cells were fixed (15min, 4 ° C) in methanol:acetone (1:1), permeabilized (5min) with 0.5% Triton X-100 and treated with 2M  HCl (30 min) for antigen retrieval (DNA denaturation). Blocking step, washes and antibody dilutions were prepared in PBT (PBS, 0.05% Tween-20 (Sigma, Poznan, Poland) and 1% BSA, pH 7.8). For PCNA staining cells were treated with 0.25% Triton X-100 (15min, 4 ° C) and then fixed (15min) in methanol (- 2 0 ° C). All procedures were carried out at room temperature, unless otherwise stated. Primary antibodies were: mouse anti-phospho-H2A,X, Ser 139 (clone JBW301; Upstate/Millipore, Billerica, MA), mouse anti-pATM, Ser 1981 (clone 10H11.E12; Millipore, Billerica, MA), mouse anti-RPA, p32 (ab16850; Abcam, Cambridge, UK), rabbit anti-XRCC1 (ab9147; Abcam, Cambridge, UK), mouse anti-PCNA (PC10, sc-56, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), mouse anti-TFIIH (p62, sc25329, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), mouse anti-8-oxo-dG (clone N45.1; Japan Institute for the Control of Aging, Shizuoka, Japan). Secondary antibodies were: goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 and goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (A11001 & A11034, Invit- rogen, Carlsbad, CA).
2.3. Local DNA damage inductionLocal DNA damage was introduced on Leica TCS SP5 II confo- cal microscope equipped with a 63× NA 1.4 oil immersion lens using the FRAP Wizard implemented in LAS AF (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The laser beam was scanning only the defined region and the time between subsequent scans was m inimized. A region of approximately 2.7 μm  × 2.4 μm  was scanned with 488 nm light at a resolution set to 512 × 512 pixels (the actual pixel number was 512 × 414 since the chosen region was a rectangle) and a scanning speed of 200 lines/s was used (the pixel dwell time was 2.88 μs). The total dose delivered during one exposure (understood as scanning one full frame, i.e. 414 lines at this pixel number) of the 488 nm light was approximately 3.4 mJ. A minimum of 5 exposures (17 mJ) were necessary to induce detectable ^H2AX signal. For the induction of spatially confined damage a spot in the nucleus was chosen and the laser beam was parked there from 2 to 20 s. A line-shaped area of damage was induced using the FRAP XT Wizard. A line of approximately 7 μm  (110 pixels) was repeatedly scanned with a frequency of 10 lines/s (57.6 μs pixel dwell time). A minimum o f200 scans were necessary to induce detectable ^H2AX signal.
2.4. Confocal imagingCells were imaged using Leica TCS SP5 II confocal microscope equipped with a 63× NA 1.4 oil immersion lens. For live cell experiments (including local damage induction) the cultures were maintained at 37 ° C in DMEM/F12 without Phenol Red buffered for air (pH 7.0) and supplemented with 2% FBS. Fixed cells were imaged in PBS. Images (8bit) were acquired at 512 × 512 or 1024 × 1024 pixel resolution, at a speed of 200 lines/s (2.88 or 1.44 μs pixel dwell time, respectively), with 1-3 frames averaged. The voxel size was 32 nm × 32 nm × 420 nm for immunofluorescence and pmRFF- XRCC1 images and 6 4 n m × 6 4 n m × 420nm  for LigIII-GFP image.

For GFP and Alexa Fluor 488 excitation the 488 nm line (argon gas laser) was used and fluorescence emission was collected in the range of 510-610 nm. Laser power was measured with a parked beam, at the focal plane of the objective with a Thorlabs PM100 power meter equipped with S130A sensor head. For the 488 nm laser line and the maximum intensity transmitted the measured power was 5.7 mW. Approximately 1-6% of the maximum power was used for image acquisition and approximately 30% for the damage induction.
2.5. Image processingFluorescence images of ^H2AX are maximum projections of 3D stacks, other fluorescence images are single confocal planes. All images were processed using ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). The background noise was reduced in all fluorescence images by histogram stretching (the lowest 6% of a histogram). The contrast was improved using gamma correction, as described in figure legends. In transmitted light images the contrast was also improved by histogram stretching. All these operations were applied to whole images. Insets were additionally processed with an averaging filter (3 × 3) and rescaled.
3. ResultsVisible light is not absorbed by DNA thus it is generally thought to cause no direct DNA damage. We report here that we detected sublethal DNA damage in cells exposed to a focused laser beam of low intensity (1.7 mW). Such a beam of focused light is readily available on a typical confocal microscope; it can be used for confocal imaging, FRAP or FLIP experiments. To assess the type and level of damage introduced with focused beam of low-power visible laser light we conducted a series of immunofluorescence and live cell experiments. Subnuclear region of approximately 2.7 μm  × 2.4 μm  was scanned with a focused beam of blue (488 nm, 1.7 mW) light. 30 min after the light exposure cells were fixed and immunolabeled for a phosphorylated histone H2AX, a marker of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) [3,5]. Formation of phosphorylated histone H2AXfoci indeed occurred in the illuminated region, suggesting that DSBs have been generated. Five exposures using the 488 nm laser beam were sufficient to induce a detectable ^H2AX (phosphorylation) signal (Fig. 1a). 66 foci in the illuminated region were found, while the average number of endogenous damage foci in similar unilluminated regions was 18. 20 exposures resulted in numerous DNA breaks (at least 148 foci; note that this number is underestimated since some foci overlap) and a correspondingly bright fluorescence in the illuminated region (Fig. 1b). The latter procedure was chosen as the standard for further experiments. Phosphorylation of histone H2AX was also detected following irradiation with 405 nm (170μW )and 514nm(1.7 mW) laser beams (data not shown). Formation of DNA double strand breaks by visible light was confirmed by immunodetection of recruitment of known DDR (DNA damage response) signaling and repair factors, phosphorylated ATM and RPA, into the previously illuminated region (Fig. 2a and b).In order to further define the type of lesions created by exposure to a focused beam of visible laser light, we investigated recruitment of XRCC1 and Lig III, i.e. single strand break repair factors, to the illuminated area. Local accumulation of XRCC1 was revealed by immunofluorescence (Supplementary Fig. 1) as well as live cell imaging using a fluorescent tag with negligible absorption in the blue region (Fig. 2c), i.e. it could not have played a role of a photosensitizer. A rapid recruitment of LigIII-GFP protein was also demonstrated by live cell experiments (Fig. 2d). Moreover, immunofluorescence revealed a higher local concentration of PCNA in the illuminated spot (Fig. 2e). Since these repair factors are also
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Fig. 1. Detection of local DNA damage caused by blue light in the absence o f exogenous photosensitzers. Phosphorylation of histone H2AX, which marks DNA breaks (arrowhead), in response to 5 (a) and 20 (b) exposures elicited by the 488 nm laser beam. Inset -  enlargement of the damaged area. A  horizontal and vertical cross-section of the 3D image in the damaged area is shown. Scale bar -  2 μm .
involved in BER, a pathway which responds to oxidative damage, we investigated generation of oxidized guanine residues following local illumination. No significant 8-oxodG immunostaining was found in the region subjected to a focused beam of blue light, hinting at the absence of any detectable oxidative damage (Fig. 2g). Such lesions were readily created in a positive control experiment, i.e. in the presence of an intracellular photosensitizer, ethidium, as shown in Fig. 3. Finally, to check if any UV-specific damage was created, we performed immunofluorescence against TFIIH, a factor known to be involved in NER pathway. No TFIIH recruitment to the damaged region was detected (Fig. 2h). In these experiments no nuclear damage was detected by standard transmitted light microscopy (Fig. 2f and Supplementary Fig. 1) thus artifacts resulting from an excessive light dose, which were discussed previously [7,14,15] did not occur. Taken together, these data suggest that the only type of detectable DNA damage induced by a focused beam of low-power visible laser light were DNA strand breaks.To examine the severity of the induced damage and cellular ability to complete the repair process, local DNA lesions were induced in 5 interphase cells, which were subsequently filmed for 11 h (Supplementary Movie 1). Upon irradiation we did not detect any morphological changes in the illuminated region or other parts of the nucleus. Three of the damaged cells entered mitosis (one after approximately 6 and two after 10 h). Two of these cells completed the division during recording; this suggests that the damage has been repaired. The fact that the repair process proceeded successfully was further confirmed by a decrease in the number of ̂ H2AX foci in the illuminated region that were detected at different time points after inducing local damage (Fig. 4a and b).
4. DiscussionThe method of inducing local DNA damage with a beam of focused low power visible laser light that is described above may facilitate studies of DNA damage and repair in several ways. Potential artifacts arising from interactions between a photosensitizer with DNA and photodamage effects inflicted during imaging of the repair processes are eliminated. The lesions are well defined, thus DNA strand break repair mechanisms can be studied, while other repair pathways are not activated. Finally, the possibility to induce local DNA damage with a low-power laser typically used in confocal microscopes makes this method immediately accessible for every confocal user. Laser beam power adjustment permits control over the severity of the damage, while different scanning modes make

it possible to vary the size and shape of the damaged subnuclear region (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 2).Unfortunately, the data reported here constitute a warning that DNA breaks can be induced in live cell imaging experiments when the intensity of exciting visible light reaches the level of 1-2 mW. This is especially important for FRAP and FLIP experiments, where a high laser power is employed during the bleaching phase of the experiment. DNA damage induction is probably unavoidable in FRAP experiments when the beam is parked in a selected spot of the nucleus ('single-point' bleach). W e report phosphorylation of histone H2AX after parking the beam for 2 s (Fig. 5), but even 500 ms were sufficient to induce pmRFP-XRCC1 recruitment to the bleached point (data not shown). Thus, our data indicate that special care is needed in executing and interpreting FRAP experiments.Inducing DNA damage by visible light under different experimental conditions was reported previously, but there is no agreement on the mechanism or nature of the lesions. For instance when CHO cells were irradiated with 434nm light at 5 60 W ∕m 2 (a total dose of 1 M J∕m 2) at 0.5 ° C, induction of DNA single strand breaks was detected [20]. A 20 min illumination of L1210 mouse leukemia cell suspension with light in the range of 400 and 800 nm (450 kJ∕m 2) emitted by a 1000 W  halogen lamp, in a shallow dish on ice, resulted in DNA oxidative modifications, and much less numerous single strand DNA breaks [21]. Also, in human melanoma cells exposed to a broad range of visible light wavelengths, induction of oxidative damage but also a low number of single strand breaks were detected [22]. However, 24, 48 and 74h exposures of cells in multiwell dishes to visible light emitted by an 8 W  strip-light led to induction of strand breaks detected by TUNNEL assay [23]. Conspicuously, when isolated plasmids were exposed to visible light, double strand breaks were also induced [23]. These reports can be interpreted as evidence in favor of a notion that when cell cultures are exposed to visible light in the blue region (400-500 nm) that illuminates a large volume of the sample and all components of the cell, the oxidized flavin derivatives in cytoplasm act as photosensitizers and initiate a chain of reactions that lead to oxidative damage inflicted on various cell components, including DNA. Although the authors of the report [21] suggest that an unknown endogenous nuclear photosensitizer may exist, we are not aware of any reports confirming this suspicion. In contrast to the experiments cited above, when a focused laser beam is used to induce local damage, as in our experiments, the probability of oxidizing flavins in mitochondria adjacent to the nucleus is low. This can explain the absence of oxidative damage to nitrogen bases in our experiments. However, why are DNA breaks induced under such conditions? DNA damage
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Fig. 2. DNA damage response in the region o f the nucleus which was damaged by blue light. Hela cells were locally illuminated with 488 nm laser light (arrowhead), fixed and processed for immunofluorescence (a, b, e, g and h) or studied for the recruitment o f RFP and GFP-tagged repair factors (c and d). Recruitment of phoshorylated ATM (a) and DSB repair factor RPA (b), SSB repair factors XRCC1 (c), Lig III (d; recruitment occurs within 3 min after exposure to blue light) and PCNA (e) is detected. No guanine oxidation is detected after exposure to blue light, in the absence of a photosensitizer (g; see also Fig. 3 for a positive control); no recruitment of NER associated protein TFIIH is detected, either (h). Scale bar -  2 μm . Gamma function: (c, e -  0.7; a -  0.8, d -  0.85; b, g h -  1.5). Histogram stretching was used in panel (d).
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8-oxodG transm itted

Fig. 3 . Visible light causes oxidative DNA damage only in the presence o f an exogenous photosensitizer. HeLa cells were incubated with ethidium bromide (400 nM, 20 min; a), or without ethidium (b), washed and locally illuminated with 514 nm light, which excites ethidium (20 exposures) (a) or 488 nm light (20 exposures) (b). After exposure to light cells were fixed and immunostained for 8-oxodG. No oxidation o f guanine residues is detected in cells illuminated without a photosensitizer. Scale bar -  2 μm . Gamma function: 0.7.
resulting from a direct interaction of 488 nm photons with DNA seems unlikely since DNA does not absorb light of this wavelength. Two-photon excitation and free radical mechanism resulting from absorption of photons by water, and subsequent damage inflicted on DNA should be considered as possible mechanisms.Two-photon excitation by blue light emitted by a pulsed laser induced UV damage in isolated DNA [24]. The incident laser powers used in these experiments were greater than 100mW, and the peak irradiance which was used to induce two-photon photodamage was approximately 0.704TW/cm2. The authors note that in a typical cell imaging system that employs 1.2 numerical aperture

lens the expected peak irradiance is not significantly different, since the power reaches 4-5 mW. In our experiments the mean irradiance in a focal spot was in the order of 1 MW/cm2. We have not observed recruitment of a NER factor TFIIH. Based on these considerations two-photon excitation of DNA leading to the DNA strand breaks observed in our experimental system seems unlikely.Flash photolysis of water using UV light is well documented. Absorption coefficient of water at 488 nm is approximately 1.5 × 10- 4∕cm , therefore a possibility of creating a low number of free radicals via this mechanism cannot be ruled out considering the intensity of the focused blue light involved. Such a mechanism
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30 min after damage 5 hours after damage
Fig. 4 . Repair of light-induced damage, demonstrated by a decrease in the number ofγH 2AX foci at the damaged area in cells fixed at different times (30 min and 5 h) following the induction o f damage (20 exposures, 488 nm). Insets -  enlargements of the damaged areas. Horizontal and vertical cross-sections o f the 3D images in the damaged area are shown. Scale bar -  2 μm .
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Fig. 5. Induction of spatially confined DNA damage as a function of the light dose. Phosphorylation o f histone H2AX Is detected after parking the laser beam (488 nm) in the selected spot in the nucleus o f a HeLa cell for 2 s (a), 5 s (b), 10 s (c) and 20 s (d). Insets -  enlargements of the damaged areas. Horizontal and vertical cross-sections o f the 3D images in the damaged area are shown. Scale bar -  2 μm .
might also explain the observation of the damage inflicted on isolated plasmids by visible light [23]. However, because of a lack of sufficient experimental evidence, the mechanism of inflicting DNA breaks by focused blue light remains unknown and requires further studies. Finally, it is important to note that our considerations outlined above refer to DNA damage caused by 488 nm light. The mechanism of damage caused by 405 nm or 514 nm light that we also observed may include other components, since water absorption at 405nm is 3 times lower, while at 514nm is almost 3 times higher than at 488 nm. Moreover, induction of a low level damage typical for UV cannot be excluded when the 405 nm focused light interacts with DNA.
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Appendix A. Supplementary dataSupplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dnarep. 2012.09.008.

5. ConclusionW e report here that local DNA damage can be inflicted using a low-power laser beam (approximately 1.7 mW) typically used in confocal microscopes, in the absence of any exogenous photosensitizers. This approach permits studies of DNA repair in the absence of potential artifacts that would arise from interactions of a photosensitizer with DNA and the repair machinery during imaging of the repair processes. Immunofluorescence and live cell experiments suggest that the only type of DNA lesion induced by this method is DNA breaks. This method of creating local damage can be used to induce a controllable, low number of well defined sublethal lesions.
Conflict of interest statementThe authors declare that there are no conflicts of interest.
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Induction of local photosensitised DNA damage has been used to study recruitment of repair factors, spatial organisation and subsequent stages of the repair processes. However, the damage induced by a focused laser beam interacting with a photosensitiser may not fully reflect the types of damage and repair encountered in cells of an animal under typical conditions in vivo. We report on two characteristic stages of recruitment of XRCC1 (a protein engaged inBERand SSB repair pathways), in response to low level DNA damage induced by visible light. We demonstrate that, when just a few DNA breaks are induced in a small region of the nucleus, the recruited XRCC1 is initially distributed uniformly throughout this region, and rearranges into several small stationary foci within minutes. In contrast, when heavy damage of various types (including oxidative damage) is induced in cells pre-sensitized with a DNA-binding drug ethidium bromide, XRCC1 is also recruited but fails to rearrange from the stage of the uniform distribution to the stage of several small foci, indicating that this heavy damage interferes with the progress and completion of the repair processes. We hypothesize that that first stage may reflect recruitment of XRCC1 to poly(ADP- ribose) moieties in the region surrounding the single-strand break, while the second-binding directly to the DNA lesions. We also show that moderate damage or stress induces formation of two types ofXRCC1- containing foci differing intheir mobility. A large subset of DNA damage-induced XRCC1 foci is associated with a major component of PML nuclear bodies - the Sp100 protein.© 2015 Elsevier B.V.All rights reserved.
1. IntroductionIn recent years, introduction of several techniques of inducing DNA damage, which is confined to a small region of the cell nucleus, has boosted the field of DNA repair [1-4]. A number of proteins have been shown to be recruited to locally inflicted DNA damage, and their kinetics and interactions have been studied extensively. However, some concern has been voiced regarding the relevance of the local lesions, which are usually induced by a combination of focused laser light and exogenous photosensitisers, with respect to naturally occurring DNA damage. The main reservations stem

Abbreviations: BER, base excision repair; DSB, double-strand DNA break; IF, immunofluorescence; mJ, milliJoul; MMS, methyl methane sulfonate; NB, nuclear (subnuclear) body; PAR, poly(ADP-ribose); PML, promyelocytic leukemia; RIF, radiation-induced foci; SSB, single-strand DNAbreaks; RFP, red fluorescent protein; XRCC1, X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 1.* Corresponding author. Fax: +48 12 664 55 03.
E-mail address: jerzy.dobrucki@uj.edu.pl (J.W. Dobrucki).
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from the fact that laser-based techniques often lead to massive DNA damage and activation of multiple DNA repair pathways [5,6].A variety of techniques or agents, capable of inducing DNA damage distributed randomly throughout the whole nucleus, have also been used [7]. DNA lesions induced in many locations within the whole nuclear volume are usually manifested by formation of so- called Radiation Induced Foci (RIF) [7-9]. These foci, representing local accumulation of repair proteins, are thought to be formed at the sites of double- as well as single-strand DNAbreaks [10].Interestingly, the small foci rich in repair factors, of the type that are formed in response to ionizing radiation affecting the whole cell, are usually not observed after laser-induced local damage. In the majority of published microscopic images, repair proteins recruited to the damaged region (as well as phosphorylated histone H2AX [5,11-15]) are evenly distributed and remain there in a form of a diffused, cloud-like region [1,11,12]. The cause of this difference between spatial patterns of DNA repair proteins and markers in IR- like and laser-induced damage is unclear, but it is plausible that the density of the induced lesions is the major factor involved. Immediate induction of hundreds of double-strand breaks, and possibly
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K J. Solarczyk et al. / DNA Repair 37 (2016) 12-21 13even more lesions of other types (including photo-oxidised bases and single-strand breaks) by a focused laser beam, all within a small nuclear volume, is practical as it facilitates microscopy detection of the damage site. However, induction of such an extensive damage leading to accumulation of multiple copies of fluorescently tagged DNA repair proteins raises doubts regarding the ability of cells to repair this damage, and exposes the experimenter to a risk of missing important clues concerning spatial organization of the DNA damage response.One of the best examples of the influence of damaging conditions on spatial organisation of DNA repair processes is provided by recruitment of XRCC1, a protein engaged in BER and SSB repair pathways [16-24]. Rapid recruitment of XRCC1 to locally induced DNA damage has been demonstrated in many studies [19,25-27]. XRCC1 begins to accumulate at the damage site within seconds, and reaches its maximum concentration within minutes after induction of local damage [19]. Similarly to other DNA repair factors, XRCC1 tagged with a fluorescent protein usually forms a cloud-like pattern at the site of local laser-induced damage [19,26,28]. There is evidence, however, that this protein can also form a pattern of foci in response to local DNA damage. XRCC1 foci have been observed after treatment with various agents - M M S26, H2O2 [29], KBrO327, ionizing radiation [10] or even after siDNA introduced to cells to mimic single-strand breaks [30]. Recently, it has been shown that XRCC1 can form foci after illumination with a low intensity 405 nm light [31] (in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers), as well as in the vicinity of regions illuminated with a UV-laser [32]. All these observations, combined with the fact that some XRCC1 foci can also be found in nuclei of cells grown under physiological conditions, indicate that accumulation of multiple copies of XRCC1 in a small focus in the nucleus is functionally important, but the architecture and role of these structures, and the influence of damaging conditions on their formation, remain unclear. The goal of this work was to image recruitment of XRCC1 to localized, low level DNA damage induced by visible light in order to provide new insights into the spatial patterns formed by the accumulated protein within the damage site. W e demonstrate that initially the concentration of XRCC1 is uniform throughout the previously illuminated region, within minutes, however, XRCC1 is drawn into several small stationary foci. In contrast, when heavy damage of various types (including oxidative damage) is induced in cells presensitized with ethidium bromide, XRCC1 is also recruited but fails to rearrange from the stage of the uniform distribution to the stage of several small foci, indicating that this heavy damage interferes with the progress and completion of the repair processes. Highly mobile as well as almost immobile foci are formed in response to DNA damage induced by visible light or stress triggered by heat shock. A subset of XRCC1 foci is associated with a major component of PML nuclear bodies - the Sp100 protein.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell culture and transfectionHeLa 21-4 cells were maintained in DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich, D5523) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco, UK, 10,106-169) at 37 ° C and 5% CO2. Cells were seeded on 18 m m -diam eter coverslips (Menzel-Glaser; Braunschweig, Germany) and after 24h either imaged in DMEM/F12 (Sigma-Aldrich, Poznan, Poland) supplemented with 2% FBS, or transfected with RFP-XRCC1 and/or GFP-Sp100A plasmid [33] using FuGene 6 transfection reagent (Roche; Basel, Switzerland), according to the manufacturer's instructions, cultured for another 24 h and then imaged.

2.1. ImmunofluorescenceFor the visualisation of PAR and XRCC1, cells were locally damaged using blue light and then incubated under standard conditions (1 and 5 min, respectively) in order to allow the formation of PAR polymers and the recruitment of XRCC1 protein. Then the cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde (15min; EMS, Hatfield, PA), permeabilised (10min) with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma, Poznan, Poland), blocked (30-60min) in 3% BSA (Sigma, Poznan, Poland) and incubated with primary (1 h) and secondary antibodies (2 h). Antibody dilutions were prepared in 3% BSA in PBS, washes were done with PBS. All procedures were carried out at room temperature. Primary antibodies were: mouse anti-XRCC1 (ab1838; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and mouse anti-PAR (clone 10H, Enzo Life Sciences). The secondary antibody used was goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (A11001, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
2.2. DNA damage inductionLocal DNA damage was induced in cells maintained under optimal growth conditions on the stage of Leica TCS SP5 II confocal microscope as described before [34]. Briefly, a region of a nucleus of 2.5 × 2.5 μm  was scanned several times (using the FRAP Wizard implemented in LAS AF; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with 488 nm laser beam (in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers) at a resolution o f5 1 2 × 512 pixels and at a scanning speed of 200 lines per second. The total dose of energy delivered by the laser beam to the illuminated region (2.5 × 2.5 μm  in the confocal plane when local damage was induced) was 3, 5 or 12 mJ (0.48, 0.8 or 1 .9 2 m J∕μ m 2). Note that, as in the case of ionising radiation, only a small fraction of this energy is absorbed by cellular components. For induction of local DNA damage in the presence of a photosensitiser, cells were incubated with ethidium bromide (400 nM) for 20 min, then rinsed, and a selected nucleus was illuminated with green laser light (514nm). The total dose delivered to the illuminated region was 30mJ (4 .8 m J∕μ m 2).In order to induce stress throughout the nucleus, cells were subjected to visible (blue or green) light, or treated with heat shock. A 31 × 31 μm  region was repeatedly scanned with blue (488 nm) or green (543 nm) light at a resolution o f5 1 2 × 512 pixels, at a scanning speed of 400 lines per second. The total dose delivered during this illumination was 20 mJ (0 .0 2 m J∕μ m 2). In order to induce heat shock a temperature of the medium was raised to 42 ° C for 30 min.
2.3. Confocal imagingImages and movies were acquired using Leica TCS SP5 II confocal microscope equipped with a 63x NA 1.4 oil immersion lens. For live cell experiments the cultures were maintained at 37 ° C in DMEM∕F12, without Phenol Red, buffered for air (pH 7.0) and supplemented with 2% FBS. Fixed cells were imaged in PBS. Images were acquired a t5 1 2 × 512 or 1024 × 1024 (8-bit) resolution with up to 3 frames averaged. For GFP and Alexa Fluor 488 excitation the 488 nm line (argon laser) was used and fluorescence emission was collected in the range 510-610 nm. RFP was excited with 561 nm laser line and the emission was collected in the range 570-750 nm. For images of cells with both GFP and RFP present, excitation was performed sequentially, using 488 and 561 nm laser lines, while the emissions were collected at 500-530 and 660-750 nm bands, respectively. The light intensities used for live cell imaging were in the range 0.24-0.35 m W  (i.e. one order of magnitude weaker than the laser beam used for inducing local damage), and the doses of energy delivered to the whole field of view, while collecting data for one image, were in the range of 0 .6-0.9m J (i.e. the doses deliv-
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution ofXRCC1 at sites o f local DNA damage induced by visible light.Small regions o f the nucleus ( 2 .5 x 2 .5 g m ; marked w ith squares embracing, for clarity, larger 3.5 × 3.5 μm  regions) in two neighbouring HeLa cells expressing RFP-XRCC1 were exposed to different doses of focused blue light (3 mJ and 12 mJ). Subsequently the distribution ofthe repair factor was imaged. Before damage

ered per unit area were two orders of magnitude lower than in the case of inducing local damage).
2.4. Image processingAll images except for Suppl. Figs. 1 and 4 are single confocal planes. Fluorescence images presented in Suppl. Figs. 1 and 4 are maximum projections of3D stacks (20 and 4 planes, respectively).All images were processed using ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ ij/). Brightness and contrast levels were moderately adjusted in most of the images. Contrast was enhanced individually in each image in order to avoid the disappearance of any features. All operations were applied to the whole images.Distances between nearest neighbour foci of two classes (XRCC1 and Sp100) were measured in 3D space and analysed using our algorithm, which was described in detail previously [35].
3. Results

3.1. XRCC1 recruited to low level DNA damage rearranges into 
distinct fociInduction of local DNA damage by focused visible light, in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers, is particularly well suited for studies of the behaviour ofXRCC1 in damage sites, since just a few SSBs and DSBs, and no detectable oxidative or UV damage, are inflicted in the illuminated area [34,36]. Furthermore, the absence of DNA-binding molecules acting as photosensitisers assures that chromatin structure is not disturbed [37], and, most importantly, no additional photosensitised damage occurs during imaging of the repair process. Induction of low level well defined damage is particularly important in the context of XRCC1 foci formation. Based on the existing data we assumed that formation of distinct XRCC1 or ^H2AX foci indicated the presence of separate SSBs and DSBs, respectively. Although we were not successful in inducing exclusively one type of damage, e.g. SSBs with no DSBs, we found that using a relatively low intensity of focused blue light facilitated induction of just a few lesions, most of them being SSBs. Thus, we optimised and used the conditions of illumination leading to induction of low numbers of SSBs, accompanied by an even lower number of DSBs.In order to confirm that focused visible light leads to induction of single-strand breaks, we detected poly(ADP-ribose) and XRCC1 by immunofluorescence. ADP-ribose moieties, as well as XRCC1, were detected in the regions subjected to blue light (Suppl. Fig. 1), supporting our previous findings. Subsequently, we induced local DNA damage in HeLa cells transiently expressing RFP-XRCC1 protein. The insult resulted in rapid recruitment of XRCC1 to the whole illuminated area (Fig. 1).Initially, XRCC1 remained evenly distributed within the damaged region, but soon (within less than 2 min) started to form
induction, XRCC1 was almost homogeneously distributed w ithin each nucleus. Insets show the areas o f the nuclei which were exposed to light in order to induce damage. Scale bar—5 μm  (cell images) and 2 μm  (insets)A. XRCC1 before exposure to light. The protein is distributed evenly; occasionally XRCC1-rich microfoci can be observed.B, C .X R CC 11 m inafter local damage induction (B—3 mJ, C—12 mJ). XRCC1 is recruited to the previously illuminated area; the local concentration o f XRCC1 is higher than priorto damage (while there is less XRCC1 in the rest ofth e nucleus) but no distinct pattern is formed at the damage region yet.D,E. 5 min after the damage induction, XRCC1 is now accumulated in several distinct foci.F,G. 2 h after the damage, XRCC1 foci are still visible in both nuclei, but their number is significantly lower than shortly after the damage induction.H. Fluorescence profiles representing the rearrangement ofXRCC1 from an almost uniform cloud-like form to individual foci within the damage site (in the cell shown in B). No substantial movement o f these foci was detected (see also Suppl. Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Mobility o f light-induced XRCC1 foci formed outside o f the directly illuminated area.Local DNA damage was induced in a HeLa nucleus expressing RFP-XRCC1 (near the upper end o f the nucleus; arrowhead). Prior to light exposure some XRCC1 foci were present in the nucleus, but scattered light caused stress which resulted in formation of many XRCC1 foci, both stationary and mobile. Scale bars-5 μm  (cells) and 2 μm  (insets).A. XRCC1 before damage induction (the region to be damaged is marked with an arrowhead).B. 30 s after damage induction (a total dose delivered to the directly illuminated region was 3 mJ), XRCC1 was already recruited to the damage site, and multiple new foci were formed outside o f the directly illuminated region.C. D. Live-cell imaging (C—subsequent images o f the selected region located at a distance from the directly illuminated area (marked with a square in B) and particle tracing (D—traces o f two selected foci residing w ithin the region marked w ith a square) revealed that newly formed foci differed in mobility. While some did not move substantially (green focus, arrowhead, and a trace) other travelled distances of several micrometers during minutes (arrow, blue focus; the blue line is a trace recorded in subsequent images shown in C).
individual foci. The process of transition from a uniform distribution to distinct foci lasted 3 -4  min and resulted in formation of several clearly separate foci with a high content ofXRCC1 (Fig. 1, Suppl. Fig. 2, Suppl. Movie 1). W hen we used various doses of light (in preliminary experiments; data not shown), the smaller was the energy dose, the fewer foci were formed. The XRCC1 foci showed no substantial mobility (Suppl. Fig. 2). In order to verify if the repair process was proceeding normally, we followed the damaged cells for 2 h. The number of foci in the damaged region decreased signif

icantly during that time, suggesting that many of the DNA breaks have been repaired successfully. In further experiments, XRCC1 foci induced by visible light usually disappeared completely within 1-2 h, and the cells were able to enter mitosis several hours after the induction of damage (Suppl. Fig. 3). In order to demonstrate that formation of XRCC1 foci (as well as their dismantling) was a physiological reaction which can be observed only under conditions of low level damage consisting of just a few DNA breaks, we also studied the behaviour of XRCC1 in cells exposed to heavy
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Fig. 3. Formation o f XRCC1 foci in response to DNA damage or stress induced by visible light or heat shock.HeLa cells expressing RFP-XRCC1 were exposed to blue light or heat shock. Before treatment w ith the stressing agent the nuclei contained none or just a few XRCC1 foci.A, C. XRCC1 prior to blue light (A; delivered to the whole field of view) or heat shock (C).B, D. XRCC1 foci formed in response to blue light (total dose delivered to the field o f view: 20 mJ) (B) or heat shock (D). Both DNA damage and heat shock resulted in formation o f multiple foci in the whole nuclear volume. Scale bar—5 μm  (cells) and 2 μ m  (insets).
local damage induced in the presence of a photosensitiser. We used green light and cells pre-sensitised with DNA intercalator ethidium bromide. In agreement with our hypothesis, although XRCC1 was rapidly recruited to the damaged region, it remained evenly distributed for at least 10 min and did not form any foci (Suppl. Fig. 4). Finally, to prove that the formation of XRCC1 foci after local DNA damage is not a specific reaction occurring only in HeLa cells, we also induced DNA damage in primary human fibroblasts expressing RFP-XRCC1. The response of XRCC1 to local DNA damage in these cells (Suppl. Fig. 5) did not differ from that observed in HeLa cells. In fibroblasts distinct foci were also formed after the initial stage of uniform distribution of the recruited XRCC1 in the region which had been exposed to light.
3.2. Two classes ofXRCC1 foci are formed in response to low level 
DNA damageOne of the advantages of DNA damage induction by focused laser beam is the confinement of the damage to a small volume of the nucleus, which allows easy visualization of the recruited repair factors. However, considering that when light is focused inside the nucleus, it is also scattered efficiently [38], some additional, low-level damage may also be induced outside of the directly illuminated region, throughout the whole nuclear volume.

In agreement with this hypothesis, following induction of local DNA damage by focused blue light, we observed appearance of several XRCC1 foci outside of the directly illuminated region (Figs. 1 D,E and 2B).Careful observation revealed that at least two classes of these foci can be distinguished on the basis of their mobility. Some foci showed only a constrained motion (Fig. 2C, arrowhead), as the foci formed in directly illuminated regions. Other foci, however, were able to travel distances of several micrometers within minutes (Fig. 2C, arrow, Suppl. Movie 2). These mobile foci occasionally fused (Suppl. Movie 3). In this respect their behaviour was quite different from the foci induced by direct illumination. Interestingly, longer exposure to excitation light (which was required to conduct observations for over 15 min) led to an increase in the number of both types of foci, suggesting that their formation was most likely caused by the exposure to blue light. Indeed, exposure of whole cells to moderate intensity blue or green laser light (0.02 mJ/p.m2) resulted in formation of some XRCC1 foci throughout the nucleus (Fig. 3A, B).We tested a hypothesis which assumed that the increase in the number of detectable foci after exposure of the whole cell to visible light was simply a visual artefact. Emergence of previously existing small XRCC1 foci could have been a consequence of a decrease of the level of the mobile pool of RFP-XRCC1 resulting from photo- bleaching. Under such conditions some foci that were previously
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K J. Solarczyk et al. / DNA Repair 37 (2016) 12-21 17buried under the strong signal of mobile RFP-XRCC1 would surface out and become detectable. However, as we compared fluorescence intensities prior and following the exposure to blue light in the regions where the foci were formed, we found that the fluorescence did increase significantly in the regions of foci after light exposure, suggesting that XRCC1 foci indeed formed in response to this exogenous stress. Thus, we conclude that the increase of the number ofXRCC1 foci ofboth types (highly mobile, and those showing only constrained motion), in the whole nucleus, was a genuine result of exposing the whole cells to visible light, and a concomitant induction of some type of localised damage or stress.
3.3. XRCC1 and Sp100 colocalize in stress-induced fociIt was shown in a number of studies that RIF are relatively stable in space and their mobility is similar to the mobility of undamaged DNA [39-42]. Since poly(ADP-ribose) can be found in the illuminated regions within a few minutes after the insult, and XRCC1 foci, which were formed as a result of a direct exposure to focused blue light show only constrained, oscillatory motion, we postulate that these foci represent sites of repair of single-strand DNA breaks. On the other hand, a question arises regarding the role of the XRCC1-containing bodies or structures which are able to migrate large distances through the nucleus. Since the behaviour of these foci resembles characteristic features of some nuclear bodies, which were postulated to act as nuclear sensors [43], we asked if the formation of these distinct mobile XRCC1 foci might be a more general response to cellular stress (rather than a specific response to SSBs). We therefore subjected RFP-XRCC1-expressing cells to heat shock and observed the response of XRCC1. In cells with none or very few XRCC1 foci present prior to treatment, we observed formation of new foci within 30 min at 42 ° C (Fig. 3C,D) (most of these foci disappeared within 2 h of return to a physiological temperature). To ensure that the exposure to light, which was unavoidable in the imaging experiment, was not a cause for formation of these XRCC1 foci, only two images of these cells were recorded—one immediately prior, and the second 30 min after elevating the sample temperature to 42 ° C. This experiment confirmed that new XRCC1 foci were indeed formed as a result of heat shock. This prompted us to look further into possible links between this protein and the known nuclear bodies. Since it has been suggested before that XRCC1 might reside in PML nuclear bodies [44] and, on the other hand, it was shown that, in response to heat shock, PML NBs become disrupted and form multiple microfoci [45], we investigated the spatial positions ofXRCC1 foci with respect to the structures containing Sp100, a major component ofboth large PML NBs and small, mobile micro-bodies formed in response to stress [46]. Prior to stress, in HeLa cells co-expressing GFP-Sp100 and RFP-XRCC1, Sp100 protein was distributed mainly between large and small nuclear bodies, but a mobile pool of this protein was also detectable. In cells with a homogenous distribution ofXRCC1 in the nucleus (also prior to stress), no colocalisation of Sp100 and XRCC1 was apparent (Fig. 4A -C) (although one cannot exclude a possibility that some XRCC1 resided within Sp100-containing bodies). On the other hand, in the cells that contained several XRCC1 foci we observed colocalisation of some of these foci with small, Sp100- containing nuclear bodies (Fig. 4F,I, arrows). XRCC1 foci were also detected within or closely adjacent to larger Sp100 nuclear bodies, presumably PML (Fig. 4F, inset). In summary, careful observation of XRCC1 and Sp100 foci in cells prior to stress suggested some association between these structures.In order to compare the spatial distribution of XRCC1 and Sp100 in response to general stress, we exposed the whole cells to blue light or heat shock. As expected, blue light illumination led to formation of XRCC1 foci throughout the nucleus. Interestingly, light exposure resulted also in formation of numerous small

Sp100 nuclear bodies, which were located in close proximity to the XRCC1 foci (Fig. 4G-L). Heat shock also resulted in formation of common small XRCC1 and Sp100 foci in most cells (Fig. 4M -S). We analysed the distances between the centres of foci containing XRCC1 and structures containing Sp100, using a recently optimised image analysis method [35]. This analysis confirmed that a very large proportion of foci containing XRCC1 were located very close (within 400 nm) to the nearest Sp100 focus (Suppl. Fig. 6). These observations suggest that a heat shock and light exposure induced formation of nuclear bodies containing both proteins.Finally, spurred by the possibility of interaction between XRCC1 and Sp100, we studied their response to local DNA damage induced by visible light in cells expressing both proteins with fluorescent tags. In agreement with our previous findings, XRCC1 was found in the illuminated region shortly after the light exposure and translocated from the diffused form into foci within minutes. Recruitment of Sp100 was also detected. W ithin approximately 20 min Sp100 became detectable all throughout the area, which was previously illuminated to induce damage, and within 30 min it became clearly visible in foci, which again colocalised with the previously formed foci ofXRCC1 (Fig. 5).
4. DiscussionAlthough foci rich in repair proteins have been observed for the first time years ago [7-9], our knowledge about the mechanisms of their formation, structure and, most importantly, their role in the repair processes, remains limited. RIF vary in size, composition, and in the time which elapses between damage induction and their formation [47]. Moreover, it is not clear how the formation of repair foci is related to the type and density of DNA damage, or whether the cloud-like pattern formed by some repair proteins after laser microirradiation represents a physiological response to DNA damage.The behaviour of XRCC1, which was observed in the course of our experiments, suggests that both the cloud-like form, and foci, may be natural spatial patterns formed by this protein during repair of single-strand breaks. Since the damage was not severe, this observation also suggests that the cloud-like pattern seen in numerous previous studies following laser microirradiation was not necessarily an outcome of a massive DNA damage, but could reflect the first of the two successive binding modes or spatial patterns adopted by the recruited XRCC1. On the other hand, the failure to form XRCC1 foci after heavy local damage (which consisted of numerous DNA breaks and oxidative damage), induced in cells pre-sensitised with a DNA-binding agent, confirms that the type and severity of damage influence the spatial organisation of the recruited DNA repair machinery. The excessive damage of various types created by interaction between the exciting light, a photosensitiser, and DNA may impede the successive stages of repair. The reason behind an altered behaviour of XRCC1 in the presence of a photosensitiser could be a large extent and complexity of the damage, or interactions between a photosensitiser and chromatin. Others [27] as well as ourselves [2] have shown previously that laser illumination in the presence of a photosensitiser leads to induction of oxidative damage, which might interfere with repair of SSBs [48]. Also, the influence of the photosensitiser on the structure of chromatin may play some role. It has been shown that binding of DNA intercalators leads to chromatin relaxation [49] and detachment of histone H1 [37,50] while laser illumination of pre-sensitised cells might lead to cross-linking of ethidium (and presumably other intercalators) to chromatin [51], and DNA denaturation [52], possibly blocking all repair-related chromatin rearrangements.
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution o f Sp100 and XRCC1 prior and following the light- or heat-induced stress.HeLa cells expressing GFP-Sp100A and RFP-XRCC1 were investigated for the possible colocalisation o f these two proteins in the foci induced by stress. In a non-treated cell with a uniform distribution o f XRCC1 (A-C) no apparent colocalisation o f Sp100 and XRCC1 was visible. In cells with some XRCC1 foci present before any treatment, colocalisation o f Sp100 and XRCC1 was detected in a subset of foci (D-F, G -I, arrows and insets). After illumination o f the whole nucleus with visible light, or exposure to heat shock, multiple common XRCC1 and Sp100 foci were formed (J-L, P-S). Scale bar—5 μm  (cells) and 2 μ m  (insets).In this study, we have shown for the first time the transition of the recruited XRCC1 from a diffused form to discrete foci at the damage site. While at this stage we cannot fully explain the mechanism of this process, several possible scenarios can be proposed. The temporal and spatial characteristics ofXRCC1 recruitment indicate
that it might reflect a recently unveiled mechanism of binding and retention of XRCC1 at the site of the damage [26]. When a singlestrand break is formed, it is first recognized by PARP-1, which then PARylates itself and other proteins. Through its BRCT1 domain, XRCC1 recognizes PAR, and is recruited to the damaged region.
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Fig. 5. Recruitment ofXRCC1 and Sp100 to local DNA damage induced by visible light.Local DNA damage was induced in a HeLa cell expressing RFP-XRCC1 and GFP-Sp100A. 1 min after light exposure (total dose delivered to the irradiated region was 12 mJ) XRCC1 recruited at the damage site, where it formed a cloud-like pattern. 10 min after damage induction XRCC1 was accumulated in foci. 30 min after damage Sp100 was also accumulated in the damaged region, where it colocalised with XRCC1. At this time Sp100 and XRCC1 also colocalised in a subset o f foci formed outside of the directly illuminated region (insets 1-4). Scale bar—5 μ m  (cells) and 2 μm  (insets).
However, since PAR becomes degraded by PARG minutes after the formation of the lesion, XRCC1 binds again to the damage site, this time using its BRCT2 domain. We postulate, that these two phases ofXRCC1 recruitment might correspond to the two spatial patterns observed in our experiments. Since PAR moieties are added to many proteins, including histones [53-55], it is reasonable to expect that during the first stage of the recruitment, XRCC1 is present not only at the site of the lesion, but most of all in the surrounding area. On the other hand, it was shown that BRCT2 domain of XRCC1 possesses affinity to DNA nicks [26], probably resulting in the accumulation of XRCC1 exactly at the damage site during the second phase of its recruitment.The transition from a cloud-like form to individual foci rich in XRCC1 could be related to reorganisation of chromatin in response to DNA damage. Since one cannot exclude a possibility that a single focus of XRCC1 represents the repair site embracing multiple closely spaced SSBs, the transition process could reflect recruitment of scattered lesions leading to formation of repair centres. Although the existence of repair centres embracing DSBs have been postulated before [56,57], the issue remains controversial, and formation of centres consisting of several SSBs remains to be demonstrated.The third possible explanation of a cloud-to-foci rearrangement of the recruited XRCC1 would entail gradual recruitment of numerous XRCC1 molecules to individual single-strand breaks. Such breaks would exhibit only limited, oscillatory movements (presumably reflecting local chromatin movements) within the first minutes after damage induction. A convolution of initial small local maxima representing individual XRCC1 foci would be seen as broad elevated region on a fluorescence profile. This region would only gradually reveal the component peaks representing individual foci. Even if this simplest explanation were to be true, it is still interesting to note that the postulated process of XRCC1 recruitment to individual foci is halted at an early stage if the complexity

and level of damage are high, as in the case of a photosensitised local damage.Based on the observed mobility ofXRCC1 foci, we propose that there are at least two classes of these foci. The relatively immobile foci formed at the damage site after local damage induction probably represent sites of SSBs repair. These foci are an outcome of an interaction of the incident light with DNA [38]. Similarly, the almost immobile foci present in untreated cells likely represent the repair sites of endogenous DNA lesions. The second class of foci contains those that are characterized by substantial mobility. These foci are not likely to represent the repair sites of SSBs, yet still they appear as a result of cellular stress-exposure to light or heat shock. We thus propose that these foci could act as stress-sensors, travelling through the nucleus and immediately delivering multiple copies of XRCC1 (and other repair proteins) to the encountered singlestrand breaks. The association of some XRCC1 foci with a major component of PML nuclear bodies, Sp100 protein, which we describe here, further confirms the possible nuclear-bodies-like character of these XRCC1 foci.It is interesting to note that Sp100 is also recruited (albeit at a later stage) to the XRCC1 foci formed at the damage site. This suggests that Sp100 might be involved in DNA repair. In the light of recent findings regarding the role of Sp100 in transcription promotion [58], and taking into account that DNA damage response is accompanied by inhibition and subsequent restart of transcription in the vicinity of DNA lesions [59], it is possible that Sp100 is responsible for regulation of transcription at the site of the damage. Detectable recruitment of Sp100 to the irradiated region begins 20-25 min after the damage induction, it is thus more likely that this protein is engaged in transcription restart rather than inhibition. Since little is known about the regulation of transcription during BERor SSBR, the role of Sp100 in this process calls for further studies.
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Supplementary Data

Suppl. Fig. 1. Detection of PAR polymers and endogenous XRCC1 at sites of local DNA 

damage.

Local DNA damage (total dose delivered to the illuminated region: 12 mJ) was induced in nuclei and 
poly(ADP-ribose) (A) or XRCC1 (B) were detected by IF. Both these factors were detected at the 
sites of exposure to blue light. Scale bar - 5 μm (cells) and 2 μm (insets).
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Suppl. Fig. 2. Recruitment of XRCC1 and formation of distinct foci after local damage induction 

by visible.

A full set of images, supplementing the data shown in Fig. 1, showing XRCC1 in cells in which local 
DNA damage was induced by blue light (A - higher dose: 12 mJ, B - lower dose: 3 mJ). The images 
demonstrate that the cloud-to-foci rearrangement of XRCC1 lasts several minutes regardless of the 
dose of energy delivered to the illuminated region, and that the resolved foci are relatively immobile. 
Scale bar - 2 μm.
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Suppl. Fig. 3. Division of a HeLa cell which was locally damaged by visible light.

A. HeLa cell (encircled) expressing RFP-XRCC1 was locally damaged by visible light (B) (total dose 
delivered to the illuminated region: 12 mJ) and then followed for 20 hours (B-I). Scale bar - 5 μm,

B. 1 minute after damage induction XRCC1 is readily visible in the illuminated region (arrow),
C-E. at 30, 60 and 90 minutes after damage the amount of XRCC1 in the damaged region is 
diminishing,
F. 2 hours after induction of the damage XRCC1 is no longer accumulated at the damage site, 
indicating that the damage was repaired,
G-I. at 11 hours the cell enters and successfully finishes mitosis (arrows). The cell nearby, which was 
not damaged, also completes division (arrowheads).
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Suppl. Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of XRCC1 after DNA damage induced by visible light in the 

presence of a photosensitiser.

HeLa cells expressing GFP-XRCC1 were incubated with ethidium bromide and then locally 
illuminated with green laser light (total dose delivered to the illuminated region: 30 mJ)
A . XRCC1 prior to damage (scale bar - 5 μm),

B. 10 minutes after damage XRCC1 is accumulated but still remains evenly distributed throughout the 
illuminated area. No distinct foci are visible in this region.
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Suppl. Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of XRCC1 in response to damage induced by visible light in 

primary fibroblasts transiently expressing RFP-XRCC1.

Human fibroblasts in a primary culture were transfected using reagents and a method described in 
(Madeja et al. 2007). Local DNA damage was induced in a nucleus of a primary fibroblast by 
exposure to blue light (square, total dose delivered to the illuminated region: 5 mJ). Before damage, 
XRCC1 is homogenously distributed in the nucleus (A). 10 minutes after the insult XRCC1 foci are 
visible in the illuminated region (B). Scale bar - 5 μm.
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Suppl. Fig. 6 . Many foci containing XRCC1 or Sp100 are induced by heat shock in HeLa cells 
expressing both FP-tagged proteins. Analysis of distances between barycenters of subnuclear 
structures containing XRCC1 and Sp100 in cells exposed to heat shock was performed using a 
method described in [Berniak et al. 2013]. Note that a simple colocalisation coefficient cannot 
sufficiently describe spatial relationships between XRCC1 and Sp100 foci [Berniak et al. 2013; Jain 
and Łos, 2013]. A -  a histogram of distances measured from XRCC1 foci to the nearest Sp100 
neighbour, demonstrating that a large majority of XRCC1 foci (63%, graph C) have Sp100 focus in 
close proximity. In turn, Sp100 foci consist of two subpopulations -  members of one subpopulation 
(13%) have an XRCC1 focus within 400nm; members of the other, more numerous subpopulation 

(87%) do not have any XRCC1 foci within this distance (B). 158.35 +/- 90.88 Sp100 foci/nucleus, 

and 61.62 +/- 54.82 XRCC1 foci/nucleus were detected.
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Chapter 4

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE 
PERSPECTIVES

4.1 The types of DNA dam age induced by visible 
lightApart from introducing a new method of local D N A  damage induction, P A P E R  1 contributes to the general knowledge regarding the effects of visible light on D N A , So far, induction of D N A  damage by visible light without presensitisation with exogenous compounds has been addressed in just a few studies [107-110,126,245], Most of these studies have taken advantage of the alkaline elution assay with repair endonucleases, which enables to quantify the sum of strand breaks and many oxidative D N A  lesions, depending on the enzyme used. As already discussed in Chapter 2, these studies have shown that the major group of lesions induced after irradiating whole cells with visible light are oxidative base modifications, but strand-breaks and DNA-protein crosslinks are also formed. Low numbers of CPD s can arise as well, but this kind of damage is not expected to be formed by radiation above 425 nm  [110], In agreement with these findings, we have shown that irradiation with blue laser light leads to the recruitment of SSB and DSB-related repair factors, but not the NER-associated T FIIH , However, we were not able to detect oxidized guanine at the site of irradiation in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers. These seemingly contradictory findings regarding the ability to produce oxidative lesions by visible light have two possible explanations. First of all, as emphasized in Chapter 2, irradiation of whole cells might have different outcomes than selective irradiation of the nucleus with a laser beam. Moreover, the power and total dose of visible light delivered to the sample to induce local D N A  damage is several orders of magnitude higher than that used in the referred studies. Different lamps were used to irradiate cells with a broad range of visible light and the power of the radiation that was delivered usually did not exceed 1000 W/m2 (comparable to natural sunlight). For comparison, the irradiance in a focal spot of the blue laser is in the order of tens of GW /m 2. The differences in the applied methods allow to imply that the mechanism of damage induction and hence the types of D N A  lesions formed in these two setups, might also be different. Apart from that, it cannot be excluded that some oxidation of D N A  bases occurs after irradiation with blue laser light, but is beyond the detection limit of the applied method. One has to remember that the
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detection of strand-breaks is significantly facilitated by the amplification of γH 2A X around a D SB or by the accumulation of multiple copies of X R C C 1  at a SSB, On the other hand, an antibody directed against 8-oxoG has to detect single modified D N A bases, a task which is further hindered by the fact that these lesions are buried within chromatin.Most of the studies regarding the induction of D N A  damage by visible light have focused on the 400 — 500 nm  range, so little is known about the contribution of wavelengths above 500 nm. In PAPER, 1 it was mentioned that apart from the blue laser line, also irradiation at 514 nm leads to the activation of D D R , Recent experiments conducted in our laboratory indicate that both single and double-strand breaks are efficiently produced by a laser emitting at 561 nm. Irradiation with 594 nm laser line leads to D N A  damage only in a small subset of cells, while 633 nm does not produce lesions at all, even at very high doses [Zarębski .∖I.. Wesołowska J , ,  personal communication], When the same dose of light was used for all tested laser lines, the one emitting at 458 nm proved to be the most efficient in producing D N A  strand breaks. The ratio of SSB /D SB induction seems to increase when using longer wavelengths -  only 15% of cells irradiated with 561 nm laser line showed the accumulation of a DSB-repair factor at the damage site in addition to the recruitment of SSB R  factors. Strikingly, recent experiments have also shown that the induction of D N A  damage by laser lines from the visible light spectrum is not abolished in the absence oxygen [Zarębski .∖I.. Górny G ,, personal communication].The methods employed in previous studies for obtaining the yields of lesions caused by visible light did not allow to discriminate between single and double-strand D N A breaks. On the other hand, formation of spatially separated γH 2A X  foci together with the recruitment of X R C C 1  in a focal pattern allowed us to compare the relative number of these lesions formed by blue laser light. Irradiation of a selected region of the nucleus with a total dose of 12 m J (the maximum dose utilized in P A P E R  2) resulted in the formation of nearly equal number of SSBs and DSBs at the damage site (see Fig, 1,1, around 20 X R C C 1  and γH 2A X  foci visible in the inset). The ratio of SSB /D SB was increased for lower doses of irradiation, but since some γH 2A X  foci were still visible even at the lowest dose resulting in the recruitment of X R C C 1 , the complete elimination of DSBs with this wavelength seems unlikely. Increasing the total dose above 70 m J  (the „high dose” in P A P E R  1) did not cause the formation of D N A  lesions other than strand breaks.In our experiments, the detection of DSBs induced by blue laser irradiation was performed by means of immunofluorescence, usually against γH 2A X, This approach is well suited for the detection of even small numbers of DSBs, However, the maximum phosphorylation of histone H 2AX occurs several minutes after the formation of a D SB , which precludes the detection of DSBs immediately after the damage induction. Because of that, one can wonder whether DSBs formed after visible laser light arise directly or indirectly, by the coincidence of two SSBs on the opposing D N A  strands. In order to asses this issue we tried to estimate the frequency of SSBs formation in our experiments. For this purpose it was assumed that 6 × 109 bp of non-replieated D N A  is contained within a nucleus of a 500 μm 3 volume. The volume of the nucleus subjected to visible light irradiation was estimated at 36 μm 3 and in this volume approximately 50 foci of X R C C 1  have been detected. Assuming that each X R C C 1  focus represents one SSB, this results in a density of 1 SSB per 8,6 Mbp. Thus, the probability of two71



SSBs forming in close proximity is very low, which implies that most DSBs detected in non-replicating nuclei after irradiation with visible laser light arise directly.One has to be aware that the induction of D N A  damage with focused visible laser light is probably influenced by a number of factors, e,g, the localisation of irradiation site with respect to chromatin density, cell cycle phase or the cell type. It has been shown recently, that reduction of heterochromatin levels results in an increased sensitivity to radiation-induced D N A  damage [246], In our experiments, we have observed a different pattern formed by γH 2A X  when the damage was induced in eu- or heterochromatin (discussed later). Since the mechanism of the damage induction by visible laser light focused in the nucleus (in the absence of exogenous photosensitizers) is not known, the influence of the cell cycle phase is difficult to predict. However, initial experiments in which P C N A  was used as a marker allowing to discriminate between G 1 ∕G 2  and S phase of the cell cycle, have shown that fewer X R C C 1  foci are formed in late S phase than in other subphases of the S phase or in G 1 ∕G 2  [Szelest et ah, unpublished data]. More studies are needed to confirm this result and to elucidate whether the ratio of SSB /D SB produced by visible light irradiation also depends on the cell cycle phase. Finally, although the vast majority of experiments was conducted in HeLa cells, we were also able to induce this kind of damage in other cell types, including mouse 3T3 fibroblasts and primary human fibroblast, and did not detect the induction of lesions other than strand-breaks or observe significant variations in the amount of energy needed to active the D D R ,
4.2 The mechanism of induction of DNA dam age by 

visible laser lightThere are several potential mechanisms for the induction of D N A  damage by laser irradiation when light is focused inside the nucleus and no photosensitisers are added to cells. These are:• single or multi-photon absorption resulting in temperature rise or some unknown photochemical processes• thermo-elastic stresses• optical breakdown (plasma formation)• absorption by endogenous photosensitisersSince the absorption of blue light by D N A  is weak and the laser power used in our experiments is not sufficient to generate two-photon excitation of some unknown chromophore, thermo-elastic stresses or optical breakdown, the photosensitiser-mediated mechanism should be considered as the most probable for the induction of D N A  damage by visible laser light. Previous studies have pointed out at the possible involvement of various endogenous compounds in the formation of D N A  lesions by radiation above 400 nm . Among these, flavins have drawn the most attention as they have been shown to be the source of RO S in cells treated with visible light [247], Nevertheless, one has to remember that in all previous studies in which the generation of D N A  damage by
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visible light was examined whole cells were illuminated. Thus, the involvement of ROS from cytosolic flavins in generation of D N A  damage is possible. On the other hand, in our experiments the laser beam was focused in the nucleus, so the excitation of other cellular components was minimized. The damage was always detected at the site of irradiation, no matter what part of the nucleus was subjected to light. If  cytosolic flavins were indeed involved in the induction of D N A  lesions by visible laser light, one would expect the damage to be scattered over a larger volume of the nucleus. This was never observed. It is worth noting that recent findings have shown that FAD is produced and also degraded in the nucleus [248], However, since the level of flavin derivatives within the nucleus is thought to be much lower than in the cytoplasm (this is confirmed by low green flavin fluorescence in the nucleus) their involvement in the production of D N A  damage by visible laser light is yet to be determined.Other potential sources of visible-light generated RO S are water and oxygen. Although the absorption coefficient of water at the blue region of visible light is relatively low, it is possible that a low number of R O S is produced by this mechanism. Interestingly, recent findings have shown that exposure of bidistilled water (saturated with atmospheric air) to natural sunlight results in the production of hydrogen peroxide [249], The production of H 2O 2 was shown to occur mainly at the maxima of absorption of molecular oxygen, i,e, at 577 and 630 nm  (other maxima are at 477, 760, 919, 1063 and 1264 nm). Also, irradiation of a D N A  solution with a 632.8 nm emitting He-.∖ 'e laser gave rise to oxidized bases (8-oxoG). However, since the production of H 2O 2 ∖n⅛s significantly diminished in the absence of oxygen, and on the other hand, recent findings of our Laboratory indicate that oxygen is not required for the induction of D N A  damage in cells by visible laser light, the significance of this last mechanism for the production of D N A  damage in our setup is probably low. In summary, although several potential mechanisms exist, the route which leads to the induction of D N A damage by visible laser light remains unknown. Further studies are needed to evaluate the contribution of the proposed mechanisms to the generation of D N A  strand-breaks by blue laser light.
4.3 Is recruitm ent of repair factors a proof of induc

tion of DNA damage?

In situ detection of D N A  lesions in cells exposed to a D N A  damaging agent is usually difficult. In fact, the only lesions that can be detected directly by specific antibodies are U V  photoproduets (CPDs, 6-4PPs and their Dewar isomers) [250,251] and 8-oxoG [252], the most frequent of the oxidative base modifications. Although not directly, also strand breaks can be detected in situ with methods in which the 3’ termini of D N A  breaks are used as priming points for the synthesis of new nucleic acid strands. Among these methods, only TdT-mediated dU TP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) [253], which is based on the incorporation of modified nucleotides (2,-deoxyuridine 5,-triphosphate, dUTPs) by terminal deoxy nucleotidyl transferase (TdT) at the 3,-OH  ends of broken D N A , has been used to detect strand breaks at the site of laser mieroirradiation [147, 254,255], The low sensitivity of antibody or enzyme based methods for D N A  damage detection has led to the popularization of an indirect approach. Thus, D N A  damage is now usually detected by demonstrating the recruitment of proteins known to be73



engaged in the D D R  or by the existence of histone modifications characteristic for this response. However, one might wonder whether the detection of the response to a putative D N A  lesion and not the lesion itself, is a proof of induction of D N A  damage?Formation of double-strand D N A  breaks is usually demonstrated by the detection of phosphorylated histone H 2AX (γH2AX) [256], However, the specificity of γH 2A X for DSBs has been recently called into question. It has been shown that γH 2A X  can be triggered by U V  radiation [257] or serum starvation [258] and γH 2A X  foci have been detected in mitotic cells in the absence of D N A  damage [259,260], Interestingly, it has been also revealed that a subset of γH 2A X  foci does not recruit proteins involved in the repair of DSBs [259], Since γH 2A X  can only be detected by immunofluorescence, i,e, after cell fixation, it is the recruitment of D N A  repair proteins that is thought to be an indication of formation of D N A  lesions in living cells. The elucidation of the induced damage type is, however, difficult, due to the fact that many of the D N A  repair factors are involved in more than one repair pathway. In addition, studies have shown that the accumulation of some D N A  repair proteins at D N A  in the absence of damage leads to activation of the D D R , i,e, to the recruitment of other, upstream and downstream factors as well as phosphorylation of histone H 2AX [261],In summary, taking the above into account, it seems that caution should be applied when γH 2A X  is the only detected D D R  marker. If direct detection of D N A  damage is not possible, the evidence for the existence of the damage should be at least strengthened by the visualization of recruitment of D N A  repair factors. In the ease of the method of D N A  damage induction described in P A P E R  1, detection of D N A  breaks by means other than those utilized in the experiments is difficult due to the low number of these lesions, when compared with other approaches. Nevertheless, one should note that proteins known to be engaged in the repair of DSBs, such as ATM , R PA  and Rad51 were detected in the irradiated region at times which agree with the kinetics of D SB repair. This fact, together with the detection of phosphorylated histone H 2AX, provide strong evidence in favour of a notion that mieroirradiation with blue laser light focused inside the nucleus induces D N A  strand breaks.
4.4 Comparison of inducing DNA damage by visible 

laser light w ith other m ethodsThe field of D N A  repair was markedly affected by the development of methods allowing to localise D N A  damage into subnuelear regions of living cells. These methods were already summarized in Chapter 2, but since in P A P E R  1 a new method of the induction of local D N A  lesions was proposed, it seems necessary to examine these methods again and compare them with the new technique. The methods were analyzed with regard to several most important features, such as selectivity of the induced damage, impact on cell viability and occurrence of undesired effects, photosensitisation and setup characterisation. This survey is also summarized in Table 4,1 (page 88),
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4.4.1 Selectivity of induced dam ageThe results of experiments presented in P A P E R  1 and 2 indicate that irradiation of cell nuclei with blue laser light generates single and double-strand D N A  breaks, without the formation of oxidative damage to D N A  bases or UV-photoproduets, On the other hand, the induction of a broad range of damage types with concomitant activation of multiple repair pathways is a serious drawback of most of the popular methods for local D N A  damage induction. The types of lesions formed after laser irradiation depend on the wavelength, power and type of the laser (CW  or pulsed) and are influenced by the absence or presence of exogenous photosensitisers. Only a few studies have demonstrated the possibility of selectively inducing one type of D N A damage. These include irradiation with 266 nm , 365 nm, 405 nm  and 435 nm  lasers. Selective induction of SSBs by a 365 nm  or a 405 nm emitting lasers operated at certain powers was shown by Lan et al, [148] and Hanssenn-Bauer et al, [150], respectively. However, since these laser lines are close to the range of radiation directly absorbed by D N A , it is reasonable to expect that they will give rise to UV-photoproduets, Lan claims that there is no recruitment of N E R  proteins, but no data are shown. In a comparative study Kong et al, [132] have shown that a similar laser emitting at 337 nm generates CP D s and 6-4PPs, while the production of CPD s but not 6-4PPs was found by Dinant et al, after irradiation with 405 nm. In the latter study, though, the damage induction was carried out in the presence of Hoeehst, so the possibility to produce CPD s by 405 nm  alone remains to be established. Both 365 nm  and 405 nm lasers were shown to induce double-strand breaks and oxidized guanine at higher laser powers [150,262,263], Specific induction of SSBs was also demonstrated in a series of papers from the Bohr laboratory [130,264,265], When operated at a lower dose, a laser emitting at 435 nm was shown to trigger accumulation of X R C C 1 , but not 53BP1, However, the induction of UV-photoproduets or oxidative lesions was not assessed in these studies, which does not allow to exclude the possibility that also N E R  and B E R  pathways are activated. Finally, selective induction of UV-photoproduets was shown after irradiation with a 266 nm emitting laser by Dinant et al [147], Although higher laser powers give also rise to D N A  strand breaks, below certain threshold only N E R  factors are recruited to the site of irradiation. Most other laser-based setups generate a mixture of different types of lesions. Usually, SSBs and DSBs are accompanied by oxidative modifications, but CP D s also occur, especially when the damage is caused by multiphoton absorption (pulsed green and N IR  lasers). In many eases, however, the damage is too poorly characterised to define the scope of the lesions produced,
4.4.2 Im pact on cell v iability  and  occurrence of undesirable ef

fectsThe ability of damaged cells to proceed through the cell cycle and complete mitosis is a strong indicator that lesions generated by an insult were successfully repaired. In accordance to that, we have demonstrated that cells damaged with visible laser light do not show any morphological changes, repair factors dissociate from the damage site and the cells divide.Information about viability and cell cycle progression of cells exposed to laser mi- eroirradiation was given in just a few papers from the plethora published during the
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last 15 years. The most comprehensive set of data was delivered in a paper by Bekker- Jensen et al, [266], in which the authors have shown the percentage of cells which underwent normal mitosis or died after damage induction with a 337 nm  laser line (with BrdU sensitisation) in comparison to undamaged cells, Dinant et al, [147] have shown that cells damaged with a laser emitting at 266 nm are able to complete mitosis (movie), while Kim et al, [127] and Meldrum et al, [267] have claimed that cells damaged with pulsed lasers at 532 nm  or 750 nm can be observed for several hours (no data were shown to confirm this information). Division of cells damaged with another pulsed laser emitting at 800 nm was shown by Mari et al, [254], but since the damaged cells were treated with caffeine to overcome the G 2 ∕M  checkpoint, these observations do not prove that the induced lesions were completely repaired. On the other hand, Daddysman et al, [268] have demonstrated that the 800 nm pulsed laser line operated at powers which enable to induce CPD s through multiphoton absorption leads to cell death or significant morphological changes.An important discussion regarding the biological relevance of induced damage, somehow unintentionally, was sparked by Kim et al, and a paper which demonstrated the recruitment of eohesin to sites of local D N A  damage generated by a pulsed green laser [127], In these experiments, the damage induced by laser was readily visible in phase contrast microscopy. Apart from that, proteins such as Ku70 and eohesin, which did not accumulate at damage induced by other setups, were promptly recruited to the site of irradiation with 532 nm. The presence of phase dark lines at the damaged region can also be seen in studies by Kong et al, [132] and Gomez-Godinez et al, [269] involving pulsed lasers emitting at 337 nm  and 800 nm. These observations suggest that irradiation with certain setups leads to massive D N A  damage and although some kind of damage response is activated, doubts exist whether the observed processes would be triggered by damage formed by cellular metabolism or any of the environmental factors. However, one should not be surprised by the extent of damage generated by the 532 nm emitting or similar lasers, since as stated in the first paper by Kim and colleagues:
„System parameters used (2 — 3 μj∕pulse energy after 100 Ph3, numerical aperture

1.3 oil immersion Zeiss Neofluar objective, 4 — 6ns pulse duration, 7.5 H z) are similar 
to those used for mitotic chromosome cutting or nuclear body ablation and correspond to 
irradiances 2 — 3 times higher than the estimated threshold values of optical breakdown 
in water.”And in a subsequent study using the same setup [270]:

„Damage is most likely caused by ionization (optical breakdown) of the medium 
(water) and plasma formation rather than heat because of the extremely short duration 
of the pulse (5 n s; Berns et al., 1998; Venugopalan et al., 2002). The expansion 
of cavitation bubbles that was caused by plasma generated transient photomechanical 
pressure, which resulted in breakage of molecular bonding and created numerous DN A  
breaks in the confined area.”

4.4.3 P ho tosensitisa tionBlue laser light is able to induce D N A  damage in the absence of exogenous pho- tosensitisers. However, very often the D N A  is presensitised prior to laser irradiation,
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usually by incubation of cells with BrdU (rarely IdU) or Hoechst, Incubation with BrdU or IdU is usually carried out for 24 — 48 h and the concentrations used varied from 3 μg∕ml (papers from Lukas et al, [271,272]) to 10 μg∕ml (other studies). While the incubation times with Hoechst are usually within 10-20 minutes, the concentration of the photosensitiser varies by a factor of 1000, from 10 ng/ml [273] to 10 μg∕ml. Moreover, despite the fact that Hoechst 33258 and Hoechst 33342 differ in their ability to penetrate an intact cell membrane, these compounds are used almost interchangeably.The popularization of sensitisers for local D N A  damage induction is a consequence of a paper by Limoli et al, [144], in which it was shown that treatment of cells with these compounds leads to the induction of SSBs and DSBs after U VA irradiation. The term „sensitisers” seems well suited, since a number of studies have demonstrated that the damage is enhanced in the presence of BrdU or Hoechst [147,262,274], Dinant and colleagues have shown that in order to produce damage by a C W  405 nm emitting laser in the absence of Hoechst, the laser power has to be increased 10 times in comparison to the threshold established for the combination of 405 nm +  Hoechst, In the same study it was demonstrated that the response to a sensitised damage, i,e, the kinetics of recruitment and patterns formed by repair proteins, is different from the one observed in the absence of photosensitisers [147], Our own studies confirm these findings. In P A P E R  1 it was shown that oxidized guanine is detected at the site of irradiation only when the damage is induced in cells presensitised with ethidium bromide, while in P A P E R  2 the presence of this photosensitiser prevented the formation of X R C C 1  foci at the damage site. Other, unpublished data, suggest that factors recruited to a photosensitised damage cannot dissociate from the site of irradiation,
4.4.4 Setup characterisa tionIn P A P E R  1, in order to allow comparison with other methods, which is essential for any potential user, we have given basic information regarding the setup used and the types of created damage. We have measured the power of blue light at the focal plane and specified details on the size of the damaged region, number of pixels and the pixel dwell time. The types of lesions induced by the new approach were assessed by studying the recruitment of factors engaged in different repair pathways. However, many papers, even those in which a new method of D N A  damage induction is introduced, do not provide sufficient information regarding the setup or the damage induced. In several studies, for example in those by Lukas et al, [271,272] or Mortusewicz et al, [238,274, 275], the energy delivered to the sample was stated as the percentage of laser maximum output (with no information regarding the value of the output) and by the duration of irradiation. However, even when the laser output is revealed, estimation of the power at the focal plane is impossible. This kind of information is thus insufficient to describe a laser setup and only measurements of the laser power after the objective provide other researchers with data enabling direct comparison of different methods.
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4.5 Advantages and drawbacks of inducing DNA dam 
age by visible laser lightBased on the above-presented comparison, one should notice that the method of local D N A  damage induction by visible laser light described in P A P E R  1 offers several advantages over the existing approaches. The ∩rst and most important one is the possibility to induce damage in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers. This is extremely important, since, as already mentioned, Hoeehst dyes influence many DNA- related processes, generate DNA-protein crosslinks and D N A  strand breaks. Thus, even before irradiation cells have to cope with the adverse effects of these compounds. Also, one has to remember that sensitisers remain bound to the D N A  after damage induction, interfering with the repair processes and generating more photodamage. Together, these facts imply that sensitising D N A  with exogenous agents for the purpose of studying the D D R  should be avoided. In the ease of the method introduced in P A P E R  1, the damage can be generated in conditions which assure that chromatin is in its native, unperturbed state and no additional photodamage is induced during the imaging of repair processes.Another important asset of the described method is the possibility to produce a well-defined, sublethal damage. In contrast to most other approaches, focused visible light does not lead to a massive D N A  damage, but generates single and double-strand D N A  breaks in numbers that are within the repair capabilities of the cell. Importantly, the specific induction of strand-breaks suggests that SSB R  and D SB R  but not N E R  or the classic B E R  are the major pathways expected to be activated in our setup. This might allow to discriminate the involvement of some repair factors in different repair pathways. Even more valuable for studies of D N A  repair would be the possibility to induce only SSBs and no DSBs, Although some studies have shown the specific induction of SSBs with no accompanying DSBs with 405 nm  emitting laser, our unpublished data indicate that the complete elimination of DSBs is impossible, at least with the 488 nm laser line used in our studies.Finally, since literally all eonfoeal microscopes are equipped with a 488 nm laser line and there is no need of any hardware or software modifications and no special sample preparation, the proposed method is widely accessible. Importantly, by using relatively cheap and easy-to-use power meters it is possible to determine the intensity of light used for localising the damage, which could allow to compare data from different studies. This is currently often impossible due to the lack of sufficient information regarding the intensity and total dose of light delivered by other laser sources.The main reservation about the proposed method stems from the fact that blue light used for damage induction also results in efficient excitation of the most popular fluorescent protein tag -  the G F P , Taking into account laser intensities necessary for damage induction, the result is an undesirable bleaching of the chromophore. However, as D N A  repair proteins are most often highly dynamic, tracking the recruitment of GFP-tagged factors is still possible. In fact, even the early events in the D D R  can be easily visualized, as demonstrated in P A P E R  1 and 2, Nevertheless, since the range of available fluorescent proteins is so vast, in order to minimize bleaching it is recommended to choose fluorescent tags other than G F P  fluorescent tags (e,g, RFP, mCherry),
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4.6 Biomedical aspects -  po tential im portance in skin 
protection and phototherapyThe power of visible laser light used as an excitation source for eonfoeal microscopy is much higher than that provided by natural sunlight or in most of the biomedical applications, thus the effects of the exposure to these radiations are not directly comparable. Nevertheless, the fact that blue laser light results in the formation of double-strand D N A  breaks, which are the most harmful of all D N A  lesions, underlines the necessity to treat visible light with caution in all circumstances.For a long time, the adverse effects of solar radiation on skin have been attributed to the action of the U V  part of the spectrum. However, findings which showed that visible light leads to D N A  damage in cultured cells and that it contributes significantly to the production of radicals in substratum corneum [276], have shifted this view. It is accepted today that several photodermatoses, a broad group of skin disorders, have action spectrum within the visible light range and that radiation above 400nm can cause skin pigmentation and probably contributes to the carcinogenic effect of sunlight [245], Despite that, most of the available sunscreens protect against the effect of U V B  and sometimes against U VA radiation (total blockers), but provide poor protection against visible light. The effectiveness of sunscreens in blocking visible light can be enhanced by using larger particle size or pigmentary titanium dioxide. The latter has been utilized in a recent study, which has shown that tinted sunscreens can provide an excellent protection against visible light mediated D N A  damage [124],Visible light is also used in biomedical applications. Phototherapy is thought to enhance wound healing and treat a variety of medical conditions like chronic pain, arthritis and skin trauma. One of the most popular treatments is the phototherapy for neonatal jaundice, in which an infant is exposed to blue light (430 — 490nm) at powers ranging from 0,1 to 0,15 W/m2 (more than 0,3 W/m2 in intensive phototherapy) [277], Absorption of visible light by bilirubin leads to several photochemical reactions. The products of these reactions can be excreted, which allows to reduce high bilirubin levels. Due to its remarkable effectiveness, this phototherapy has been used for more than 50 years. However, several studies have shown that exposure of cells in culture to visible light comparable to that used in phototherapy results in D N A  damage [278] and that the levels of D N A  damage are increased in newborns after P T  in comparison to a control group [279-281], One of the most recent studies have shown that this effect is transient and suggested that the PT-related D N A  damage is repairable [280], but more studies are needed to assess the potential negative effects of this therapy.

4.7 The form ation, behaviour and role of XR,CC1 fociThe recruitment of X R C C 1  to laser-induced local D N A  damage has been demonstrated in many studies. This protein is often used as a marker of SSBs formation, but one has to remember that it is also engaged in B E R , In our studies, since no oxidative damage was detected after irradiation with blue laser light, it was concluded that the cause of accumulation of X R C C 1  at the site of damage was the formation of SSBs, The induction of local D N A  damage by visible laser light allowed to observe a
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behaviour of X R C C 1  that was not described in the literature before. First accumulated in a cloud-like pattern, X R C C 1  soon started forming distinct foci in the irradiated region.The possible explanations of the transition of X R C C 1  from a homogenous distribution to individual foci at the site of damage were discussed in P A P E R  2,However, there are several interesting issues regarding the formation of foci (bodies) by X R C C 1 , First of all, one should notice that the size and registered fluorescence intensity of foci can only be explained by the presence of multiple copies of X R C C 1 -R F P  in each focus. Thus, under the assumption that one focus represents one SSB , one realizes that there are numerous copies of X R C C 1  per single-strand D N A  break. While the possibility that several SSBs are present in a focus cannot be excluded, it seems unlikely, since it could only be explained by the formation of single-strand break repair centres or by a non-random induction of lesion in D N A , These two alternative explanations seem even more doubtful in the light of experiments which suggest that single and double-strand breaks are spatially separated at the site of laser irradiation (see point 4,8,1 and Fig, 4,1), The possibility that multiple copies of X R C C 1  are in close proximity to a SSB raises other intriguing questions, i,e, 1) what triggers the formation of a X R C C 1  focus? 2) what is the number of X R C C 1  proteins in a focus? 3) are all of these proteins engaged in repair or do they constitute a type of reservoir from which proteins are delivered to the damage site?In the course of the conducted experiments only once we observed the recruitment of a pre-formed X R C C 1  focus to the site of laser irradiation (damage induced by parking the laser beam; data not shown). However, this focus reached the damage site 40 minutes after damage induction, after travelling a several micrometer distance. Moreover, X R C C 1  recruited with normal kinetics was already present at the site of irradiation. When the damage was induced by irradiating a larger area (2,5 × 2,5 μm ), we never observed the recruitment of foci present in the nucleus prior to irradiation to the damage site. This suggests that these foci are formed de novo at the damage site. The mechanism of formation of foci is unclear but one can imagine that it is triggered by the high concentration of X R C C 1  during the first stage of its recruitment to the damage.To estimate the number of proteins in an X R C C 1  focus is not straightforward since fluorescence intensity is influenced by factors such as laser intensity or detector gain and also by the physicochemical environment of the chromophore. Moreover, because of the presence of endogenous X R C C 1  as well as the fluorescent-tagged X R C C 1  proteins, the obtained value would probably be an underestimate. Regarding the third question, it has been suggested before that high local concentration of proteins in DSB-assoeiated foci increases the efficiency of biochemical steps, but this issue remain poorly studied [282],Other interesting observations presented in P A P E R  2 were the ability of some X R C C 1  foci formed outside of the region subjected to visible light to travel through the nucleus, the eoloealisation of X R C C 1  and Spl00 in a subset of foci and the recruitment of the latter protein to laser induced damage. Interesting problems emerging from these observations are: 1) how are X R C C 1  foci present at the site of laser irradiation different from the mobile foci formed outside of this region? 2) how are the foci formed at the site of damage attached, so they display only limited, oscillatory movement? 3) what
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triggers the detachment and allows some foci to travel through the nucleus and why this is not observed for foci present at the damage site? 4) do X R C C 1  and Spl00 physically interact? 5) what is the role of Spl00 in D N A  repair?Unfortunately, the experiments performed so far do not give many clues regarding these problems. No structural differences were detected between static and mobile X R C C 1  foci. Nevertheless, we observed that some foci formed outside of the directly illuminated region were static for a substantial period of time (several minutes) and suddenly, without any exogenous stimulus, became mobile. This suggest that these two foci types might be structurally identical and switch between mobile and static behaviour depending on the presence of some unknown binding sites on proteins or D N A, Alternatively, one can imagine that static X R C C 1  foci could represent those trapped between chromatin domains. Occasionally, such a focus would escape into the interchromosomal space and would be allowed to move until being trapped again between other domains. This hypothesis, although quite captivating, does not explain the static behaviour of foci formed at the site of laser irradiation. Among the other proposed problems, the one that could be quite directly addressed is the possible interaction of Spl00 and X R C C 1 , Some of the possible techniques that could be used for assessing this issue are Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (FR ET ), Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) or eoimmunopreeipitation.
4.8 O ther potential applications of inducing local DNA 

damage by visible laser light in vitro

4.8.1 Studies of spatia l organization  of single and  double-strand  
DNA breaks repa ir m achinery and  re la ted  researchAs mentioned in P A P E R  2, the visualization of single and double-strand D N A  breaks in the form of foci was so far only possible after inducing a global D N A  damage, On the other hand, the formation of SSB and DSB-related foci, i,e, X R C C 1  and γH 2A X  respectively, in a small volume of the nucleus after damage induced by focused visible light opens up a possibility to study several aspects of the D D R , which were not accessible before. Preliminary experiments in which we aimed at the simultaneous detection of X R C C 1  and γH 2A X  foci have shown, quite surprisingly, that these two entities are spatially distinct, with very little or no eoloealisation at all at the site of laser irradiation (Fig, 4,1), Several potential explanations for the observed spatial pattern exist. There is a possibility that SSBs and DSBs are induced in different chromatic regions, but one cannot exclude that separation of these two lesion types is a consequence of chromatin and/or repair machinery reorganization, which occurs within minutes after damage induction. It should be noted that Fig, 4,1 shows the spatial relationship between X R C C 1  and γH 2A X  approximately 15 minutes after the insult, since this is the time that elapsed from damage induction to cell fixation, necessary for performing immunofluorescence against γH 2A X, Visualization of DSBs in the form of γH 2A X  foci is convenient, mainly due to the fact this modification spreads along large chromatin stretches on both sides of the lesion. The signal is thus naturally amplified, which assures an efficient detection with antibodies. Nevertheless, this histone modi
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fication can only be detected in fixed cells which limits the scope of information that can be obtained from these kind of experiments. Tims, establishing a DSB-spccific repair factor that would be promptly recruited to these lesions in many copies, just like X R C C 1  is recruited to SSBs, would be of great value. In the ease of spatial distribution of SSBs and DSBs at the site of local damage, live cell imaging of factors forming foci at these two lesion types would allow to track their positions during the whole repair process. Our experiments have shown that X R C C 1  foci formed at the site of laser irradiation do not show substantial mobility, yet it would be interesting to see if the same holds true for DSB-rclatcd foci.Also, if the disappearance of a repair focus from the damage site could be identified with the completion of repair processes (as it is in the ease of X R C C 1 ), it would be possible to obtain a set of valuable information regarding the rate of SSB and DSB repair. For example, one could assess the mean time necessary to repair a single SSB or D SB in each phase of the cell cycle or study the influence of the overall number of lesions on the repair rate of an individual break. Since the number of lesions increases with the total dose of light delivered to the damage site, it should also be possible to estimate the maximum number of lesions that are still repairable by an individual cell. Increasing the number of lesions above this threshold should oversaturate the repair capacity of the cell and lead to cell death.

Figure 4.1: γH2AX and XRCC1 foci are spatially separated at the damage 
site. HcLa cells expressing R F P -X R C C 1  were locally damaged by blue light. R FP- X R C C 1  was rapidly recruited to the irradiated region and soon formed distinct foci (red). Subsequently, the cells were fixed and stained against phosphorylated histone H 2AX (green). The confocal image (single slice) (A) and fluorescence intensity profiles (B, C) show that there is little colocalisation between X R C C 1  and γH 2A X  foci at the site of irradiation. Scale bar —5 μm  in A , 2 μm  in inset.One of the most interesting aspects of the D D R  that could be studied if SSB and DSB-rclatcd foci were simultaneously observed in living cells, would be the conversion82



of SSBs to DSBs, Although it seems that blue laser light is able to induce DSBs directly, it is probable that some SSBs are later converted into DSBs, at least in the S phase of the cell cycle. These studies would allow to elucidate whether this conversion really occurs and eventually, what is the yield of indirectly induced DSBs,Finally, the spatial distribution of repair foci observed after damage induced by visible laser light might allow to study the choice of repair pathway in each individual foci. Both single and double-strand D N A  breaks can be repaired through different repair pathways. If  one could observe the recruitment of proteins characteristic for each subpathway of SSB R  or D SB R  to visible-light generated foci, it would be possible to determine if all lesions are repaired through one subpathway (e,g, only SP for SSBs and N H E J for DSBs) or there are different subpathways running in neighbouring foci (e,g, N H E J and H R  proteins DSB-related foci),
4.8.2 R epair of DNA breaks in eu- and  hetereochrom atinLocal D N A  damage by visible light can be induced in any part of the nucleus by repeatedly scanning a region or by parking the beam for a given time. The latter approach enables to confine the damage to a very small volume and seems suitable for studying the D D R  in regions of chromatin which differ in compaction. Initial experiments were performed in mouse 3T3 cells, which contain large and highly condensed ehromoeenters. Since we used cells stably expressing histone H1-GFP, small lesions were localised precisely in these densely packed regions, and then the recruitment of X R C C 1  or phosphorylation of H 2AX was followed. The experiments have shown that X R C C 1  is promptly recruited to ehromoeenters, despite the presence of compacted chromatin (Fig. 4,2), However, in most experiments, minutes after induction of the damage additional foci of X R C C 1  were formed at the border of eu- and heteroehro- matin, It is tempting to hypothesize that some of the lesions initially surrounded by heteroehromatin are moved to the periphery of the ehromoeenters, so the repair might proceed at the interface of two differently packed regions.In the ease of γH 2A X  two scenarios were observed. In a subset of cells, phosphorylation was detected inside of the ehromoeenters (Fig, 4,3) In some cells, though, γH 2A X was excluded from heteroehromatin and was visible around ehromoeenters (Fig, 4,4), Interestingly, when damage was induced in eu- and heteroehromatin with the same dose of light, the area of phosporylation was markedly different, with much smaller foci visible in euehromatin (Fig, 4,3), The simplest explanation of this phenomenon is based on the fact that there are more lesions induced in heteroehromatin, due to a higher D N A  content. Nevertheless, other hypotheses such as different scattering of light between euehromatin and ehromoeenters or variations in signalling of DSBs depending on the compaction of chromatin, should also be considered.
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Figure 4,2: XR.CC1 is recruited to visible light induced damage located in 
heterochromatin. 3T3 cells coexpressing histone H 1-GFP and R F P -X R C C 1  were locally damaged by visible light. The damage was induced by parking the laser beam (488 nm) at a chromocenter (A), which resulted in the bleaching of H 1-GFP (B). R F P -X R C C 1  was rapidly recruited to the damage site and formed a focus within the damaged chromocenter (C), Several minutes after damage induction additional X R C C 1  foci were formed at the border of eu- and heterochromatin (D). Scale bar —5 μm  in C and D , 2 μm in A , B and insets.
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Figure 4,3: Histone H2AX is phosphorylated in eu- and heterochromatin 
after damage induced with visible light. 3T3 cells expressing histone H1-GFP were locally damaged by visible light. The damage was induced by parking the laser beam (488 nm) at a chromocenter (A) or in euchromatin (C). Visible light irradiation resulted in the bleaching of H1-GFP (B, D), 15 minutes after damage induction the cells were fixed and stained against γH 2A X, Phosphorylation of histone H 2AX can be seen in eu- and heterochromatin (E, insets), but the size of region in which γH 2A X  is detected is markedly different. The appearance of γH 2A X  in dense chromatin is also presented on a fluorescence line profile (F). Scale bar —5 μ m  in E , 2 μm  in A -E  and insets.
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Figure 4,4: γH2AX is excluded from heterochromatin after damage induced 
within a chromocenter by visible light. 3T3 cells expressing histone H1-GFP were locally damaged by visible light. The damage was induced by parking the laser beam (488nm) at a chromocenter (A), which resulted in the bleaching of H 1-GFP (B). 15 minutes after damage induction the cells were fixed and stained against γH 2A X, Phosphorylation of histone H 2AX can be detected mainly at the border of eu- and heterochromatin (C, D), Scale bar —5 μm  in C, 2 μm  in A , B and inset.
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These experiments suggest that both single and double-strand D N A  breaks can be signalled and probably repaired within densely packed chromatin. Sometimes, however, heteroehromatin seems refractory to repair, which is manifested by the exclusion of γH 2A X  from ehromoeenters and by the formation of additional X R C C 1  foci at the periphery of these densely packed regions. Again, further studies are needed to confirm the hypothesis regarding the repair of SSBs in heteroehromatin and to show the early events in the repair of DSBs,In preparation to the above described experiments an optimization of the γH 2A X staining protocol was done. This allowed to detect weaker phosphorylation events and in turn, to verify the lowest dose of visible light which results in D N A  damage. It was found that parking the laser beam for as short as 10 ms, which corresponds to approximately 6 μ J  gives rise to γH 2A X  foci. The recruitment of other repair factors after irradiation with this dose remains to be demonstrated.
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Table 4,1: Comparison of methods of loeal D X A  damage induction based on laser microirradiation.
- AUTHOR,

YEAR LASER IRRADIATION PHOTO
SENSITIZER

TYPES OF 
DAMAGE ∕  
REPAIR 
FACTORS 
DETECTED

OTHER
INFOR
MATION

1 Tashiro,
2000 [2831

337 nm
pulsed
(PALM)

10 MJ/m2 BrdU for 20 h Rad51, ssDNA

2 Lukas.
2003 [2711

337 nm
N2 30 Hz
pulsed
(PALM)

Laser output: 50% IdU 10 μM  for
24 h

40%: BRCA1, no 
γH2AX,
50%: BRCA1, 
γH2AX, Nbsl,
60%: BRCA1, 
global γH2AX

3 Lukas.
2004 [2721

337 nm
N2 30 Hz
pulsed
(PALM)

Laser output:
50%.
irradiation < 1 s

BrdU 10 μM  for
24 h γH2AX, Nbsl, Mdcl

Cells observed
for 48 h after
irradiation
without
morphological
effects

4 Celeste.
2003 [2841 337.1 nm As in R.ogakou,

1999

Hoechst 33258
10 μg∕m l for
20 min

γH2AX, Nbsl,
53BP1, M rell

5
Bekker-
Jensen.
2005 [2661

337 nm 
(PALM) Laser output: 55% BrdU 10 μM  for

24 h
Mdcl, 53BP1, 
γH2AX

17% cell death 
in comparison 
to 6% in 
non-irradiated, 
21% normal 
mitosis vs 90%, 
62% no cell 
division.

6
Bekker-
Jenserι
2006 [2851

337 nm 
(PALM) As in Lucas. 2003

γH2AX, 53BP1,
RPA, ATM, Mdcl, 
M rell, Rad51,
ATR, FANCD2, 
ssDNA (TUNEL), 
Nbsl, BRCA1, no 
Ku70, SMC1

Comparison to 
damage 
induced by IR, 
comparable to 
4-6 Gy,
High dose (73% 

BrdU):
reduced Topro 
staining, RPA 
not in foci but 
homogenous, 
Ku70 and 
cohesin 
accumulation.

7 Mortusewicz, 
2005 [1281

337 nm 
pulsed N2

8 nJ /pulse, 30 
pulses, 1 μm spot

BrdU 10 μg ∕m l for 
20 h

γH2AX , DNMT1, 
PCNA

405 nm

Laser set to 
maximum power,
50 mW, at 100% 
transmission, 
irradiation for 1 s

BrdU 10 μg ∕m l for 
20 h

Thymine dimers, 
DSBs (data not 
shown), DNMT1, 
PCNA, LigIII

continued on next page...
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8 R.oukos,
2011 [2861

355 nm
Nd:YAG
pulsed
470 ps

0,2 mW average 
power
100 nJ∕pulse, 
total irradiation 
< 1,5 s

γH2AX, ATM,
M rell, Ku70,
PCX A, Cdtl, 
BR.CA1, XRCC1, 
TFIIH

Damage not 
interfering with 
cellular 
viability, no 
damage in 
transmitted 
light or stained 
cells cells 
visible for 7 h, 
probably no 
cell division.
At higher doses 
whole nucleus 
γH2AX 
staining

9 Kruhlak,
2006 [1461 364 nm 0,86 nJ∕pixel Hoechst 33342

7,5 μg ∕m l γH2AX, 53BP1
Calculation of 
number of
DSBs.

10 Kruhlak,
2007 [2871

364 nm
0,86nJ∕pixel using 
50% output,
15,2 μm3

Hoechst 33342
0,8 μ l∕m l for
20 min

γH2AX

800 nm 
Tksaμ- 
phire 
femtosec
ond 
pulsed

12 mW output at 
sample, 17,6 μm2, 
irradiation for
60 ms

Similar kinetics 
after
multiphoton 
and Hoechst 
sensitised 
damage.

11 Lari,
2004 [1481

365 nm 
pulsed

Power
measurement:
0,19 μJ
0,49 μJ
1 μJ∕pulse
1 μm spot size

1 pulse 0,19 μ J
PAR
1 pulse 0,49 μ J  
γH2AX
10 pulses 1 μ∙J 
8-oxoG
0,19 μ∙J
XRCC1, Polβ, Lig
III, PNCA, CAF1
0, 49 μ∙J
NTH1, OGGI,
NEIL1 and 2

12 R.ogakou,
1999 [1451 390 nm

100%
20 μJ∕pulse
10 pulses/s 
Maximum rate:
8 μm ∕s
Operated at 
outputs: 1-30%
0,5 μm spot size

0,4 μM  BrdU for
24 h +  Hoechst 
33258 for 5 min or 
Hoechst alone.

BrdU — Hoechst: 
nearly whole cell 
γH2AX after 1% 
laser
Hoechst: faint 
γH2AX after 1%, 
significant after 30%

13 Bradshaw, 
2005 [2731

390 nm

Power output 75% 
=  2,5 μW
4 ns pulse 
duration, 2 pulses 
per μm

Hoechst 33258
10 ng ∕m l for
10 min

γH2AX, TRF2,
ATM, WRN, BLM, 
Nbsl, M rell

790 nm
Set to 20% power 
=  7-8 mW,
200 ms pulse

Hoechst 33258
10 ng ∕m l for
10 min

continued on next page...
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14 Lari.
2005 [262]

365 nm 
pulsed

Low dose: 0,75 μJ 
High dose: 2,5 μJ

Low dose: PAR, no 
γH2AX, no OGGI, 
XRCC1, LigIII
High dose: PAR, 
γH2AX, OGGI,
WRN

Damage 
enhanced after 
BrdU

405 nm 1 scan: 1600 nW

1 scan: XRCC1, no 
γH2AX,
100 scans: XRCC1, 
γH2AX
, 500 scans: XRCC1, 
γH2AX, OGGI

Damage 
enhanced after 
BrdU

15 Mortusewicz, 
2006 [275]

405 nm
diode
laser

Laser set to 
maximum power, 
at 100% 
transmission, 
irradiation for 1 s

BrdU 10 μg ∕m l for 
24-48 h

γH2AX, PAR,
PCNA, XRCC1,
Ligi, LigIII, PBD, 
FEN1, no Ku70, 
faint LigIV

16 Mortusewicz. 
2007 [274]

405 nm
diode
laser

Laser set to 50% 
transmission, 
irradiation for 1 s,
1 μm spot

BrdU 10 μg ∕m l for 
24-48 h or Hoechst 
33258 10 μg ∕m l for 
10 min

PARP1, PARP2, 
XRCC1

Hoechst 
sensitisation 
leads to more 
damage.

17 Mortusewicz. 
2007 [238]

405 nm
diode
laser

Laser set to 
maximum power, 
at 100% 
transmission, 
irradiation for 1 s

BrdU 10 μg ∕m l for 
24-48 h

XRCC1, PCNA, 
γH2AX, PAR

18 Mortusewicz. 
2008 [288]

405 nm
diode
laser

Set to 50-80 μW, 
measured after 
objective

BrdU 10 μg ∕m l for 
24-48 h

γH2AX, PAR,
PCNA, PC4, RPA34

19 Codon,
2008 [289]

405 nm
diode
laser

Maximum output 
for 500 ms, spot 
size 176 nm

XRCC1, PARP1, 
PCNA

20 Baldeyron, 
2011 [290]

405 nm
diode
laser

25 mW, laser set 
to 70% maximum 
output or 100% 
for single nuclei 
imaging

Hoechst 33258
10 μg ∕m l for 5 min

γH2AX, H Plα, 
KAP-1, CAF-1,
Mdcl, 53BP1

DAPI used in
IF despite 
Hoechst present 
for photosensi
tisation.

21
Hanssen-
Bauer,
2011 [150]

405 nm
diode
laser

Measured power:
30 mW
10/60 iterations 
150/600 iterations

Low dose:
Polβ, PNK,
XRCC1, PARP1
High dose:
PCNA, FEN1, 
γH2AX (600 it)

22
Hanssen-
Bauer,
2012 [263]

405 nm
diode
laser

30 mW
60 iterations
1,27 μs∕pixel
600 iterations

Low dose: Polβ, 
PNKP, no PCNA 
High dose:
PCNA, FEN1, 
γH2AX

23 Bolin.
2012 [291]

405 nm
diode
laser

Maximum output 
for 500 ms, spot 
size 176 nm

PARP1, XRCC1, 
PCNA

24 Canιpalans, 
2013 [131]

405 nm
diode
laser

Laser set to 10% no 8-oxoG, XRCC1
Ro 19-8022 5 μm 
for 5 min

8-oxoG, OGGI, 
XRCC1

continued on next page...
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25 Wei,
2013 [244] 405 nm

Final ontμnt of
5 mW  after 
μassing through 
the lens, 
irradiation for
10 ms

PAR, XR.CC 1,
LigIII, PCNA, Polβ, 
PNK, Ligi, APTX

26 Abdou,
2015 [292]

405 nm 30 m W  at 60%
30 iterations

Hoechst, 0,5 μg∕m l 
for 20 min

8-oxoG, XR.CC1, 
OGGI

750 nm 
Tκsaμ- 
μhire

50 mW laser line 
at. 10%, 10 
iterations, 1,2 μm 
region

Hoechst. 33258,
1 μg∕m l for 20 min

XR.CC 1, no
8-oxodG, PARP1, 
Lig3, PNKP, OGGI 
(faint), γH2AX

Huge XR.CC1 
and γH2AX 
effect.

27 Berquist,
2010 [130]

435 nm 
SR.S
NL100

Laser intensity
1,5% (total energy 
outμut 10 nW)

No γH2AX foci at 
this μower (not. 
shown), XR.CC1

28 Tadokoro, 
2012 [264]

435 nm
SR.S
NL100

3% intensity XR.CC1, no 53BP1, 
R.ECQL5

29 Poμuri,
2012 [265]

435 nm 
SR.S
NL100

7% or more to 
induce DBSs
3-4% to induce 
SSBs

Low dose: XR.CC 1, 
no 53BP1
High dose: 53BP1, 
XRCC1, γH2AX, 
RECQL5, BLM, 
WRN, RECQL4

30 Zarębski,
2009 [129] 514 nm

35 μW , 10 scans, 
166 lines/s,
512 × 512 μixels

Ethidinm bromide 
100 or 200 nM  for 
20 min

γH2AX, XRCC1, 
8-oxoG, HPlα,
H Plβ
no 8-oxoG in low 
oxygen

31 Chen,
2005 [293]

532 nm 
μulsed
12ps
76 M H z

γH2AX

The same setnμ 
as used for 
microtubules 
ablation.

32 Kirn,
2002 [127]

532 nm
μulsed
Nd:YAG

2-3 μJ∕μulse
4-6 ns μulse 
duration
5 μm line scanned 
for 2 min

λlrell, Rad50, 
cohesin, Ku70,
ATM, BrdU 
(TUNEL)

„Parameters 
similiar to 
those used for 
mitotic 
chromosome 
cutting, nuclear 
body ablation,
2-3 times 
higher than 
estimated 
values of optical 
water 
breakdown” 
Damage visible 
in μhase 
contrast
Cell viability- 
observed for 30 
hours (not. 
shown)

continued on next page...
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33 Kirn,
2005 [2701

532 nm
pulsed
Nd:YAG

2-3 μJ∕pulse
4-6 ns pulse 
duration
5 μm line scanned 
for 2 min

γH2AX, Ku, M rell, 
DNA-PK, Lig IV, 
Rad51

Nd.∙YAG laser 
can be focused 
to 200-300 nm 
spot, damage 
most likely 
caused by 
ionization 
( optical 
breakdown) of 
the medium 
(water) and 
plasma 
formation, 
breaks caused 
by expansion of 
cavitation 
bubbles that 
caused pho
tomechanical
pressure.

34 Meldrum,
2003 [2671

750 nm 
TuSap- 
phire
120 fs ,
82 M H z

Final power of
10 m W  at the 
stage
Peak fluence 
=  190 G J ∕cm 2
Pixel dwell time
25 ms

CPDs
No significant 
effect on cell 
viability.

35 Daddysnιan, 
2011 [2681

750 nm 
Ti:Sap- 
phire 
tunable

80 m W  measured 
after the objective

Minimum dose for 
CPDs

Cells destroyed 
or
morphological
changes.

400-525
nm

14 mW for
425 nm,
80 M H z 
repetition rate

CPDs
No
morphological
changes.

488 nm
cw 13 mW no CPDs

No
morphological 
changes, but 
are for 488 nm 
pulsed.

36 Zielińska,
2011 [2941

768 nm 
Ti:sap- 
phire

10 mW power at 
sample OGGI

37 Trautlein, 
2010 [1511

775 nm 
tunable 
femtosec
ond
230 fs
107 M H z

Peak irradiance
312 G W ∕cm 2, 
measured af 
microscope,
Pixel dwell time 
44,2 ms
10 μm lines, 76 
pixels
300 GW chosen 
for experiments

XRCC1, 6-4PP,
CPD, γH2AX

1050 nm 
tunable
77 fs

1200 G W ∕cm 2
900 GW chosen 
for experiments

XRCC1, faint 6-4PP 
and CPD, γH2AX

continued on next page...
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38 Mari,
2006 [254]

800 nm 
Ti:Sap- 
phire
200 fs
76 M H z

10 m W  output at 
the sample
86 ms exposure 
restricted to a
2,5 μm circular 
region

γH2AX, TUNEL, 
Ku80, DNA PK, 
LigIV, XRCC4

No damage to 
nucleus seen 
after DAPI, 
ToPro3,
DRAQ5 or 
transmitted 
light, cell 
membranes 
intact 2 h af 
damage (trypan 
blue)
Cells able to 
divide after 
damage but 
with caffeine to
overcome
G2∕M
checkpoint.

39
Gomez-
Godinez,
2007 [269]

800 nm 
Ti:Sap- 
phire
200 fs
76 M H z

20 ms exposure at
2.1 or
6.1 × 106 W/cm2

Low dose: γH2AX, 
Nbsl
High dose: Rad50, 
Nbsl

Phase-dark line 
after high dose 
damage.

40 Inagaki,
2009 [295]

800 nm 
Ti:Sap- 
phire
200 fs
76 M H z

40 or 75 mW 
output, 40x40 
pixel (4 μm2), 
pixel dwell time
1,6 μs
5 iterations

40 mW: Radl8, 
Rad51, Ku86, 
γH2AX, no XRCC1 
CPD XPA
75 mw: all of the 
above — PCNA

UV laser 
(as in 
Dinant, 
2007)

Irradiation for
0,49 s Radl8, PCNA

41 Dinant,
2007 [147]

266 nm
pulsed
diode
7.8 kHz

2 mW (7.8 kHz)

None of those below, 
but at high dose: 
γH2AX, Ku70, 
TUNEL, CPD,
6-4PP
Low dose: only NER 
factors

Low dose: cells 
able to go 
through mitosis 
(movie).

405 nm
diode
laser

30 mW, damage 
at 60% max power

Hoechst 33342
0,5 μg ∕m l shortly 
before irradiation

γH2AX, TUNEL, 
MDC1, Rad54,
Ku70, PARP1,
CPD, no 6-4PP

10 × higher 
laser intensity 
needed to 
induce damage 
without
Hoechst.

800 nm 
Ti:Sap- 
phire
200 fs
76 M H z

80 mW
maximumu output

γH2AX, TUNEL, 
PKcs, Mdcl, Rad54, 
Ku70, PARP1,
CPD, 6-4PP

When dose was 
lowered, no
XPA and no 
Rad54
detected, so not 
possible to 
induce one type 
of lesion.

continued on next page...
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42 Kong,
2009 [132]

337 nm
pulsed
n 2,
4 ns
6 Hz

0,04 μJ∕pulse
Peak irradiance: 
0,13 × 1011 W ∕cm 2 
Total energy:
0,8 μJ

CPD, 6-4PP,
8-oxoG, PARP1, 
XRCC1, FEN1,
Ku70 (lowe dose 
—BrdU and high 
dose no BrdU),
53BP1 (high dose), 
cohesin (high dose)

Damage visible 
in phase 
contrast.

405 nm 
CW diode 
laser

1,87 mW
Scanning rate
40 μs∕pixel
Peak irradiance: 
0,56 × 102 W ∕cm 2 
Total energy:
75000 nW

No Ku70
53BP1 (low 
dose—BrdU), 
cohesin

Damage NOT 
visible in phase 
contrast.

532 nm
pulsed
Nd:YAG
6 ns
10 Hz

0,032 μJ∕pulse
Peak irradiance: 
0,27 × 1010W ∕cm 2 
Total energy:
38 μJ
Scanned for 2 min 
with 10 μ m ∕s

CPD, no 6-4PP and 
no 8-oxoG, PARP1, 
XRCC1, FEN1,
Ku70, 53BP1, 
cohesin

Damage visible 
in phase 
contrast.

532 nm
Nd:YVO4 
12 ps
76 M H z

0,044 μJ∕pulse
Peak irradiance: 
0,22 × 1010W ∕cm 2 
Total energy:
2407,7 μJ

CPD, 6-4PP, no 
8-oxoG, PARP1, 
XRCC1, FEN1,
Ku70, 53BP1, 
cohesin

Damage visible 
in phase 
contrast.

800 nm 
Ti:Sap- 
phire
200 fs ,
76 M H z

0,047 μJ∕pulse
Peak irradiance: 
0,61 × 1012W ∕cm 2 
Total energy:
4286 μJ

CPD, 6-4PP, no 
8-oxoG, PARP1, 
XRCC1, FEN1,
Ku70, 53BP1, 
cohesin

Damage visible 
in phase 
contrast.

Damage induced in the presence of a photosensiziter. Information regarding laser power is not sufficient. Cells viable after damage induction.Deleterious effects on cell viability.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this doctoral thesis aimed at the development and application of a new method of local D N A  damage induction. These goals have been achieved. It was shown that a focused beam of visible laser light, typically used in eonfoeal microscopy, is capable of generating localised D N A  lesions in the nuclei of living cells in the absence of exogenous photosensitisers. The mechanism of damage induction remains unknown, but is probably not based on excitation of endogenous, cytosolic photosensitisers. Comparisons with the existing approaches allowing for the induction of local D N A  damage proves that the proposed method is advantageous in several aspects. The most important of these are the absence of exogenous photosensitisers and induction of a well-defined, repairable damage. Wide accessibility of the blue laser makes this method immediately available for many researchers. Other methods allowing for localised induction of D N A  damage are often poorly characterised with respect to the setup used or types of generated lesions, which hinders comparison between different studies and leads to contradictory results. The major drawback of inducing local D N A  damage by blue laser light is the concomitant excitation of the G F P , However, it was shown that this issue does not preclude the use of this method in studying the recruitment of repair proteins to locally inflicted damage and can be easily overcome by choosing appropriate fluorescent tags. The new method has been applied for demonstrating an interesting behaviour of a central B E R  and SSB R  protein, X R C C 1 , at sites of local D N A  damage. It is believed that this observation was possible due to the induction of a low number of D N A  breaks by focused visible light. These studies provide important insights into the spatial organization of SSB R  and raise intriguing questions regarding the role of nuclear bodies in the D N A  repair processes. Although the proposed method might be applied for studying any aspect of the D N A  Damage Response, it seems particularly attractive for elucidating the spatial relationship between SSB and D SB repair sites and for studying the repair response in structurally different chromatin regions.The conducted research underscores a need to perform a comprehensive characterisation of the applied methods at the beginning of every experiment. One should not choose a protocol based solely on the criterion of its previous usage. Unfortunately, in the field of D N A  repair, for a long time the only criterion that a particular method was expected to meet was the ability to generate D N A  lesions. This approach, although useful at the beginning as it provided basic information regarding the behaviour of repair factors after D N A  damage induction, is not sufficient for deciphering the some-
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times subtle differences between D N A  repair pathways. In recent years the importance of setup and damage characterisation has been appreciated by several researchers and hopefully this will become a normal practice in the nearest future. Taking into account the continuing development of super-resolution imaging techniques, I firmly believe that the methods allowing for local D N A  damage induction, including the method proposed in this doctoral thesis, are still to provide many new insights concerning the fascinating processes of D N A  Damage Response,
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